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Abst rac t 
In most of the previous research on production/inventory problem with 
remanufacturing, the product return is assumed to be an exogenous process. 
This assumption, however, may not be always valid, since there is evidence 
that some remanufacturing firms actively control the quality and quantity of 
product returns. In this thesis, we develop a periodic-review single-product 
inventory system with controllable returns. We assume the quantit.y of the 
returns is random, and depends on the effort control parameter. We char-
acterize the optimal inventory replenishment and remanufacturing/disposal 
strategy, as well as the optimal effort strategy. Moreover, we integrate pricing 
control into the system. When pricing becomes one of the decision variables, 
we find that the optimal policy becomes more complicated and state de-
pendent. Some structure properties of the optimal price and effort level are 
analyzed. 
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Competitive pressures have forced manufacturers to liberalize their returns 
policies in recent years. The Wall Street Journal reported that the value 
of returned products each year exceeded $100 billion - or more than the 
GDP of two-thirds of the world's countries (Stock et al. [17]). However, 
most companies may not be glad to accept the returns, but continue to view 
returns as a costly nuisance. Only few companies have formal strategies for 
dealing with products that customers return to them. 
Actually, a good reverse logistics can provide companies with a means 
of gaining market advantage. Reverse logistics is defined as the process of 
planning, implementing, and controlling the efficient flow of materials, infor-
mation from the point of consumption to the point of origin for the purpose 
of recapturing value or proper disposal (Rogers and Tibbeii-Lembke [14]). 
Reverse logistics should not be viewed as a costly business operations, but 
instead should be taken as an opportunity to build competitive advantage. 
By reducing material requirements, a firm may increase its profitability, and 
by reusing rather than disposing of units, a firm can increase loyalty and 
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attract new customers as it improves its environmental image. 
Let us look at an example of a company which has started strategic 
management of its returned goods. Estee Lauder used to dump more than 
$60 million of its products into landfills each year, destroying more than a 
third of the brand name cosmetics returned by retailers. In the first year 
after invesing $1.3 million to build its proprietary reverse logistics system 
of scanners and other technologies, the company was able to sharply reduce 
the percentage of such goods and also to save half a million dollars in labor 
costs. After a very successful reverse logistics project, it has built a $250 
million product line from returned cosmetics, representing the third most 
profitable product line within the company (Jayaraman et al. [8]). Now, 
product returns are becoming more important for manufacturers, and some 
_  leading companies are also realizing that an effective reverse logistics system 
can be used to gain more competitive advantage. 
A most important process in reverse logistics is remanufacturing, by which 
used products are recovered, processed, and sold as new products (Toktay 
et al. [19]). Rernanufacturing has been widely adopted in the production 
of photocopiers, auto parts, single-use cameras, and other industries. The 
main motivation for those manufacturers to develop products with rernanu-
fact ur able returns is the economic incentives. For instance, remanufa,during 
is often cheaper than building or buying new or virgin materials. Other 
motivations are the new technologies which make remanufacturing process 
become cost effective, as well as the (anticipation of) environmental laws that 
(will) apply in many European and other countries (Van der laaii et al. [23]). 
In this research, we study a periodic-review single-product inventory sys-
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tern with remanufacturing assuming that product returns are controllable. 
We note that iniicli of the previous research on production/inventory prob-
lem with remanufacturing mainly assumes that the product, return is an ex-
ogenous process, which refers to the assumption that return rates and quality 
are all outside the direct control of the firm. The firm passively accepts all 
returns. This classic assumption, however, may not be valid, since there is 
evidence that some remanufacturing firms actively control the quality and 
quantity of product returns. 
ReCellular, Inc., is a third-party remanufacturer of mobile phones located 
in the United States. The company has been in business for almost 10 years 
to offer remanufactured products as a high quality, cost effective alternative 
to new cellular handsets. The process of product acquisition niaiiagement 
involves getting cclliilar airtime providers to collect and send the discarded 
phones to ReCellular, as well as offering acquisition prices for phones with 
a specific nominal level of quality. By coupling the price schedule for dif-
ferent classes, providers that collect phones, would sort out the phones by 
identifiable features. At the same time, if acquisition prices went below some 
threshold level, the supplier would not collect that type of phone and the 
supply would disappear (Guide et al. [22]). The case of ReCellular provides 
us evidence that the quality and quantity of product returns can be con-
trolled by remaniifacture firms. The higher acquisition price/effort provided 
by ReCellular is, the more remanufacturable returns one can obtain. 
Another example of the company to control the supply of the returned 
products for remanufacturing is Caterpillar, Inc., which started reinaiiufac-
turing diesel engines in 1972 (Walter [16]). Engines and parts remanufactured 
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by Caterpillar are sold exclusively through the Caterpillar parts distribution 
network (Caterpillar dealer). In exchange for this exclusivity, Caterpillar of-
fers its dealer a variety of innovative product take-back incentives, ensuring 
that the large majority of its parts are returned by the dealers to Caterpillar. 
These incentives include: a voluntary take-ba,ck of surplus used products at 
a price above the scrap value; a deposit scheme on reinanufactiired parts and 
engines (a core deposit fee) as an incentive for dealers to return used parts to 
Caterpillar. With take-back policy, the remanufacturer can passively control 
the return rate, as well as insure the quality of the returns. 
We also conduct the research to integrate pricing control into the inven-
tory system with controllable returns. In the field of yield management, the 
recent developments have demonstrated that major benefits can be derived 
_ by complementing a replenishment strategy with dynamic adjustment of a 
product's price as a function of its inventory level and the length of remain-
ing sales season (Federgruen and Heching [4]). The pricing and inventory 
replenishment problem arises in a variety of industries, such as fashion ap-
parel industry, as well as travel and leisure industry. 
In this thesis, we firstly explore the inventory system with controllable 
product returns. In particular, we assume that in each period, the service-
able products used to fulfill customer demand can be either manufactured 
from raw materials, or remanufactured from returned goods. The quantity 
of the returns is random, and its distribution is stochastically increasing in 
the effort control parameter. Here the effort control parameter refers to the 
company's return policy, such as price incentives, to stimulate returns. The 
objective is to characterize the optimal inventory replenishment, remanufac-
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tiiring/disposal and effort strategy so that the total discounted production, 
reinanufact\iring arid inventory cost over a finite planning horizon is mini-
mized. Furthermore, we also study the simultaneous determination of pricing 
and inventory strategies periodically by assuming that the demand in each 
period depends on the product's price. With slight difference from the pre-
vious model, the objective here is to characterize the optimal replenishment, 
remanufacturing/disposal, effort arid pricing strategy so that the total profit 
over a finite planning horizon is maximized. 
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present a litera-
ture review related to our work. In Chapter 3, we introduce the inventory 
model with controllable returns and the mathematical formulation; as well 
as characterize the optimal inanufactviririg, remanufacturing/disposal, and 
effort policies. In Chapter 4, we consider the inventory and pricing prob-
lem for the system with controllable returns, and present the optimal pricing 
strategy together with production and effort policies. We conclude the the-
sis with some discussions on several future research directions in Chapter 5. 
Finally, all technical proofs are provided in Chapter 6. 
Throughout the thesis, we use terms "remanufacturable product" and 
"returns", "remanufacture" and "repair", and "production" and "manufac-
turing" interchangeably. "Increasing" and "decreasing" are used in a non-
strict sense, that is, they represent "nondecreasing" and "nonincreasing" 
respectively. 




Heyman [6] considers a continuous review inventory model, in which each 
returned item is either disposed or repaired immediately. This model applies 
.. to a situation with stochastic uncorrelated demands and returns. He shows 
that the dispose-down-to policy is optimal. Simpson [15] studies a fixed 
periodic-review inventory problem with a single type of returns, and the 
returned products can be disposed at no cost. By allowing a joint probability 
density function for demand and returns, any degree of dependence between 
demand and returns is permitted in this paper. The optimal policy is shown 
to be determined by three state-independent parameters: the repair-up-to-
level; the purchase-up-to-level; and the scarp-down-to-level. Both of those 
two models assume that the manufacturing and remanufacturing leadtimes 
are zero. 
Inderfiirth [7] generates a product recovery system with nonzero man-
ufacturing and remanufacturing leadtimes. He shows that the results in 
Simpson [15] can be carried over to the system with stockkeeping of recover-
able items in the identical leadtime case. In the system without stockkeeping 
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of recoverable items, the simple optimal control rule can only be derived in 
the identical leadtirne case and the procurement leadtiine excess case. Kies-
mucller and Minncr [10] present simple expressions for determining product-
up-to and remaiiiifacture-up-1o levels in a periodic review inventory model 
with no disposal option. They address that the policy control parameter 
values can be approached by news-vendor-type formulae, which depend on 
whether leadtiines for mariufacturiiig and remaimfacturiiig are identical or 
not. Kiesmueller and Scherer [11] conduct a method of exact computation 
and approximation of the policy control parameters for identical leadtimes 
in a periodic review inventory model, in which the returned items can be re-
manufactured, disposed of, or be hold on stock. However, taking into regard 
differences between the mariufacturiiig and reiriaiiufacturing leadtiine makes 
the optimal policy become more complicated and the control parameters are 
state-dependent. Kiesmueller [12] provides some heuristic approaches for the 
nonidentical leadtimes in the recovery inventory system, in which they do 
not allow to dispose of returned items. 
Van der Laan et al. [23] analyze a PUSH control strategy and a PULL 
control strategy in a continuous-review hybrid inventory system. The op-
erating characteristics of the {SM, QM： QR) PUSH-strategy are as follows: as 
soon as remanufacturable inventory contains Qr items, these returned items 
are batched and pushed into the remanufactiiring precess, increasing the ser-
viceable inventory position by Qr items. Manufacturing begins whenever the 
serviceable inventory position Is{t) drops below the level s^. + 1- Manufac-
turing takes place in batches of QM. On the other hand, the QM, S” SR) 
PULL-strategy is implemented as follows: As soon as the serviceable in-
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ventory position Is{t) drops below the level s,. + 1, it is continuously ver-
ified whether sufficient on-hand remanufacturable inventory is available to 
increase the serviceable inventory position to the level S ” If sufficient re-
manufacturable inventory present, a batch of size S.,. — Is{t) enters the re-
manufacturing process to be remaniifactiired. However, when the serviceable 
inventory position drops below s ^ + 1 and still insufficient remanufacturable 
inventory is present to increase the serviceable inventory position to 5,., a 
manufacturing order of size Qm is placed to increase the serviceable inven-
tory position. They compare traditional systems without remaniifacturing 
to PUSH and to PULL controlled systems with remaniifacturing，and derive 
managerial insights into the inventory related effects of remanufacturing. 
Recently, DeCroix [2] analyzes a miilti-echeloii inventory system with 
.. remanufacturing. He assumes that the returned product can be stored, dis-
posed, or remanufactured and shipped to one of the stages to reenter the 
forward flow of material. He shows that if remanufactured products en-
ter the forward stream of materials at the most upstream stage, then the 
optimal policy is simply a natural combination of the optimal policies for 
managing a traditional series system without remanufacturing and a single-
stage system with remanufacturing. But, if remanufactured products flow 
into a downstream stage, similar policy structure can only be achieved after 
some modifications. 
DeCroix and Zipkin [3] study an assembly system with uncertain re-
turns/rccovery of end products, components, or subassemblies as well as 
uncertain customer demands. They identify conditions on the item-recovery 
pattern and restrictions on the inventory policy under which long-run bal-
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ance is preserved, so that the system can be solved using known techniques 
for series systems with returns. 
Other related works are Kelle and Silver [9], Muchstadt and Issac [13], 
Toktay et al. [19] and the references therein. 
All these papers only assume that product returns are an exogenous 
process. However Guide et al. [22] report that firms routinely control the 
quality of the products by sorting the returned items oii the basis of qual-
ity characteristics. In the paper, two primary systems for obtaining used 
products from the end-users for reuse are proposed: the waste stream system 
and the market-driven system. In the waste stream system, firms passively 
accept all product returns from the waste stream. In the other system, how-
ever, firms are able to control the quality and quantity of returned products 
by providing some financial incentives, such as deposit systems, credit toward 
a new unit, or cash paid for a specified level of quality. Based on these two 
systems, they develop a framework for analyzing the profitability of reuse 
activities, and also show how the management of product returns influences 
operational requirements. 
Guide and Jayaraman [20] present the results from a survey of current 
practice among remanufacturing firms in the United States. Based on the 
survey feedback, the authors discuss how product acquisition management 
activities affect the successful management of recoverable manufacturing sys-
tems. A forinal framework for the nianageinent of the activities required for 
product acquisition, Product Acquisition Management (Pi'AM), is developed 
ill this paper, and the authors also provide an interface between reverse lo-
gistics and production planning and control activities. 
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Guide et al. [21] also conduct a mathematical model to analyze the 
product acquisition process by assuming that the quantity and quality of 
product returns can be influenced by varying quality-dependent acquisition 
prices, and demand can be influenced by varying the selling price. In this 
paper, they develop a simple framework for determining the optimal prices 
and the corresponding profitability in single period problem. Their model 
is the first of its type in the area of product acquisition management. The 
1110del has proved useful in projects with other firms, even if the assumptions 
are changed somewhat to fit the specifics. Other related works can be found 
in the references therein. 
Brito et al. [1] provide a review and content analysis of scientific liter-
ature 01.1 reverse logistics case studies. Over sixty cases are included. The 
, case studies deal with issues such as the structure of the network, the rela-
tionships between the different parties involved on the networks, inventory 
management, planning and control, and information technology. In particu-
lar, the authors give plenty of the case studies of the companies, which may 
use various incentives to stimulate a certain behavior of their partners in the 
reverse chain. Those incentives are used to influence the quantity, the quality 
and the time of the supply of returned products. 
The work in my thesis also consists of the literature on the combined pric-
ing and production models in the multi-period setting. The initial research 
ill this area mainly focus on looking for the solution methods, and showing 
properties of the problem leading to efficient solution methods. In particular, 
different assumptions on the structure of the demand distribution or costs 
sometimes make a problem easier to be solved to optimality. 
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Zabel [24] generates the model to show the existence and uniqueness of a 
solution under the assuinption that the objective is to maximize discounted 
expected profit, and excess demand is lost. He considers both multiplicative 
and additive demand with a stochastic component, but only finds that the 
latter case has properties that make the problem easier to solve. Moreover, 
the author shows that when the additive demand is concave on the determin-
istic component，and the stochastic component has uniform or exponential 
distribution, then a unique solution may be found. 
Similarly, Thowsen [18] considers the decision of price and production 
in a nonstationary model where demand is a general function of price and 
has an additive stochastic component. The author assumes proportional 
ordering costs (without setup cost) and convex holding and stockout costs. 
An inventory policy {y,p) is considered, and conditions for optimality are 
shown. The {y, p) policy states that , for each period f, if inventory is above yt 
no production should be made, and the price should be set to the point pt{I) 
based on a current inventory level of I. If inventory is below 讲，production 
should be made to bring the inventory level to yt, and the price should be 
set to Ptivt)- Since the conditions in general are difficult to verify, Thowsen 
discusses special cases under which the policy is optimal. 
Federgruen and Heching [4] study a model in which price and inventory 
decision are made under linear production cost, stochastic demand and back-
logging of excess demand. They assume the demand function is noriiiicreasiiig 
and concave in p, and inventory holding cost is convex. All parameters are 
allowed to vary over time, and price changes may be bi-directioiial over a 
finite or infinite horizon. The authors show that the optimal price is nonin-
11 
creasing as a function of initial inventory, and similar to Thowsen [18], the 
optimal policy in each period can be characterized according to a base stock 
level and list price pair, {yt,Pt)- They also provide an efficient algorithm for 
solving for the optimal policy. 
• End of chapter. 
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Chapter 3 
System with Controllable 
Returns 
3.1 Prob lem Description 
In our modeling framework, we consider a periodic review repairable inven-
tory system with controllable returns. A serviceable product used to fulfill 
customer demand can be either manufactured from raw materials or manu-
factured from the returned product. Specifically, in each period, the manu-
facturer receives random customer demand for serviceable products as well as 
random customer returns of remanufacturable products, which depends on 
the manufacturer's effort on collecting the returned products. The returned 
product can be restored to their working condition by remanufacturing with 
lower production cost. The manufacturer keeps inventories for serviceable 
products and returned products. Excess demand is fully backlogged. Figure 
3.1 visualizes such an inventory system. 
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Figure 3.1 An Inventory System with Controllable Returns 
Following Simpson [15], Inderfurth [7], DeCroix [2] and DeCoix and Zip-
kin [3], the demands and returns in different periods are assumed to be 
independent random variables but they could be correlated within the same 
period. The assumption of independence between returns and past sales will 
be reasonable if the sold products are widely spread and there are large quan-
tities of sold products in the market (Fleislimaiin [5]). We also assume that 
remanufacturing leadtime and production leadtime are both zero, i.e., the 
quantities manufactured and remanufactured at the beginning of a period 
can be used in the same period before demand arrives. 
The time sequence of events is as follows (Figure 3.2). At the beginning of 
each period, the firm decides the remanufacturing quantities from returned 
products; second, the firm decides how many units to produce from raw 
material if needed; third, the firm decides how many units to dispose from 
the returned products; fourth, the firm decides how much effort should be 
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made on collecting the returned products at the end of period; fifth, customer 
demand and product returns are realized; sixth, all costs are incuiTed. 
Manufacturing Decision 
Remanufacturing Decision Demand Realized 
Serviceable Inventory Observed Disposal Decision d , • , „ . , 1 T rM 1 r Returns Arrived Repaixable Inventory Observed Decision 
Period t 
Figure 3.2 Event Sequences in the Model with Controllable Returns 
Let Dn be demand for period n, and Rn{e) be the number of returns 
in period ?i, which is dependent on the effort e. We assume that demand 
•Di,D2，... as well as the returns Ri (e), ... are i.i.d. continuous random 
variables, but and i?,„(e) can have arbitrary joint probability distribution 
for each period n. In this model, we assume that Rn(e) is stochastic increasing 
and convex with respect to e, arid can be expressed as Rn(e) = f(e)Xn,i + 
Xn,2, where A'n,i and X"’2 are positive stochastic variables, and / (e) is a 
convex function increasing in e. The unit production cost is c, while the 
unit remanufacturing cost is r. In addition, it costs s to keep one unit of 
returned product per period in stock. We assume that the unit production 
cost is higher than the remanufacturing cost of returned production. This 
assumption is reasonable sincc if this is not true, then remanufacturing would 
never be economical. We use G(.) to denote the expected one-period convex 
serviceable inventory holding and customer backlog cost, and the convex 
function g{x) to denote the cost for manufacturer's effort. 
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The notation is summarized in the following: 
c=unit production cost of serviceable product; 
Pn=\unt price of serviceable product charged in period n; 
r=^unit remanufacturing cost of returned product; 
.s=miit stocking cost of returned product; 
G(.'r)=expected one-period holding and shortage cost of serviceable product 
given that the inventory level at the beginning of the period is x; 
g{x)=the cost function of manufacturer 's effort on collecting the returned 
product; 
- /n=tl ie inventory level of serviceable product at the beginning of period n; 
Jn=the inventory level of returned product at the beginning of period n; 
in=the inventory level of serviceable product after manufacturing and re-
manufacturing decisions but before demand is realized in period n; 
jn=the inventory level of returned product after remanufacturing and dis-
posal decisions but before return occurs in period n; 
demand for serviceable product for period 
iVn—the remanufacturing quantity of return; 
i?,„ (e)=the number of return in period n, expressed by f{e)Xn,-[ +A'n’2, where 
:\;’1 and Xn,2 are stochastic variables, and / ( e ) is convex function 
increasing in e. Additionally, E[Xn,i] = 1; 
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二manufacturer's effort in period n; 
F(zo, ；Ji)==the joint distribution of customer demand and product return; 
cv=tlie discount factor, 0 < a < 1; 
iV二the length of the planning horizon. 
3.2 The Model with Controllable Re tu rns 
In this section, a stochastic dynamic program formulation is developed to 
identify policies that minimize reinaniifacturiiig cost, production cost, effort 
cost, holding cost and penalty cost. The two state variables of the dynamic 
program are the starting inventory level of serviceable products In and the 
starting inventory level of returns J；,. The decision variables are the ending 
serviceable inventory level in, the ending repairable inventory level jn, the 
remaiiufacturing quantity Wn and the effort control e”，Let Jn) be the 
minimum total discounted cost from period n to the end of the planning 
horizon. The dynamic programming formulation of the period is given as 
follows: 
Vn{In, Jn) = . mill {rWn + c{in — 4 — Wn) + sjn + G(?:n) + " ( e j 
In Jiii'U'nje,! 
+aElVn+i{in - DnJn + i?-n(en))}, (3.1) 
subject to 0 < Wn < Jn - jn, 0 < w”. < i,, - In, 0 < jn < Jn aiid > 0. We 
assume that V/v+i(/;v+i, J N + I ) = 0. 
In (3.1), the first term in the bracket is the remanufacturing cost of re-
turned products; the second term is the production cost; the third term is 
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the storage cost of returned products; the forth term is the inventory holding 
and shortage costs of serviceable products; the fifth term is the costs of effort 
paid on collecting the returned products, and the last term is the minimal 
discounted expected total cost from period n + 1 to period N. For the con-
straints, the first set requires that the remanufactured quantity for returned 
products is nonnegative and less than or equal to the difference between its 
starting inventory level and ending inventory level before demand and return 
occur since the amount of disposed return is equal to Jn — jn — ' � n > 0; 
the second constraints states that the total remanufactured quantity must 
be less than or equal to the increment of serviceable inventory level because 
there may be some units produced from raw materials while the third set 
ensures that the ending inventory of returned product is nonnegative and no 
- more than its starting inventory level before returns occur; the last constraint 
requires the effort is nonnegative. 
With the parameter setting that c > r , it is easy to show that the ob-
jective function in bracket is non-increasing with respect to Wn. Therefore, 
Wn always reaches its upper bound to minimize the objective function. Then 
the problem (3.1) can be written in the following: 
v;(/n, Jn) = m产{V;�KA，人)’/ = l，2}, (3.2) 
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where for / = 1, 
Jn) = . mill {r{in — /„) + sjn + G{in) + g{en) 
+Q.E[Vn+l{in - DnJn + 丑 • ) ) ] } 
S.t. if I — Iji ^ Jji — jn, 
0 < jn < Jn, 
en > 0, -
and for I = 2, 
VnMny Jn) = . mill {?’(人 一 jn) + C(?:n — In — ( 4 一 jn)) + sjn 
hi J?!)^?! 
+G(?:n) + g{en) + aE [V;+i {in - Dn,jn + 似 e j ) ] } 
S't. Jn 一 jn — i'n 一 I'n, 
0 < jn < Jm 
e n > 0 . 
The first case means that the manufacturer may dispose of some returned 
products in period n, and the other case means no disposal in period n. To 
make the system more amenable to analyze, we redefine the decision variables 
and system states as follows: 
Vnfi = in, 




= In + Jn. (3.4) 
We can interpret Xn,o (resp. yn,o) as the starting (ending but before demand 
is realized) serviceable inventory level, .r^,] (resp. y-n,!) as the starting (ending 
but before demand is realized) aggregate inventory level of serviceable and 
returned products. By definition, we know that Xnfi < and :%,’(）< ；//n,i-
With this transformation of decision variables, we can rewrite (3.2) as 
Vn{Xn,0^  ) = I = 1,2}, (3.5) 
where for I = 1, 
K，l(Zn’0,:r,�l) = mill {Hn,i{yn,o,yn,uen)} - rXn,o 
yn,0,yn,1,^71 
S.t. Xn,0 < y-nfi < :(/n’l, 
yn�l — yn,0 < Xn,l " Xnfi, 
en > 0， 
with 
Hn’l {Unfi, yn,l, Cn) — ('/• — S):如’o + G'(;«/n,o) + Sy.n,i + 
[K+1 {Unfi - D.n, y.n’i + Rn (e.n) — D^)], 
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and for I = 2, 
v ; , 2 ( ^ n , 0 , ::Cn’l) 二 m i n {Hn’2(yn�0, "n’l，e.")} — rXnfi + ( r — c);r„，i 
yn,0,yn,l,en 
S . t . Xn,0 < yn,0 < P n , ! , 
< p7i,U 
yn,l — yn,0 < -r'n,! — ； 
en > 0, . 
with 
Hn’2�ynfi, "n’l，Cn) = (” — + G^("n’0) + (c 一 T + S)"n’l + 
-haB [K+i (yn,0 - Dn, yn,\ + Rn{en) - Dn). 
The problem (3.5) is to minimize a multi-dimensional convex function 
subject to a set of linear state-dependent constraints. In general, the optimal 
solution may be complicated and depends on the state of the system, and 
the structure of the optimal policy may not have a simple form. However, if 
g{x) and f{x) satisfy the condition 
g"{x) > {c-r + s)f"{x), (3.6) 
the optimal control policy can have a simple structure. Condition (3.6) im-
plies that the net effort cost function g{x) - (c - r + s)f{x) is a convex 
function. This condition ensures that the firm will not pay infinite effort on 
collecting the returns, since the marginal net effort cost gets higher when the 
effort level increases. 
Before establishing the optimal policy, we first state a proposition and 
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two lemmas, which will be useful in the proof of the theorem. 
Proposition 3.2.1 If condition (3.6) holds for n = 1’ ...，_/V+l, KiO :^n’o”rn’i) 
can be decomposed as Vni^nfi, ) = Qn,o(^n,o)+Qn,] in which Qn,i{-), i = 
0’ 1, is an univariate convex function. 
Lemma 3.2.1 K(a:n,o, i^n，i(2/n，o, :?/n,i，erO and i/n,2(?/n,o, ？/n,i, e,,) are jointly 
convex functions for all n. 
Lemma 3.2.2 For n — 1, ...,N, i^ n’2(:!/n，o, :?/n,i，en) is increasing in yn�i. 
Moreover, r -c< dVn{xn,o,Xn,i)/dxn,i < 0. 
With the property presented in Proposition 3.2.1, Lemma 3.2.1 and Lemma 
3.2.2, the structure of the optimal policy can be established in the following 
- theorem. 
Theorem 3.2.1 For the inventory problem with remanufacturing and dis-
posal of returns, suppose the current state is {Xn,o, If the system sat-
isfies condition (3.6)，there exist constants (^打’]< < f}n,i and en,i, o.s 
well as a function en{x), such that the optimal decisions can be given by the 
following: 
1. < then Q = y:’�= and e； = en,i-
2. if < < then yl^Q = 乂’丄=Xn,i and e； = ev,(a;n,i)-
3. iHnfi < Xn,i < 7/n，i，then yl^Q = max{;rn,o,Cn,o},^J,i 二 and e；= 
4- if '工71,1 > Vn,i> then 
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(a) if Xn,Q < "n’i，then y:’Q = maxjxn.o, -^ n.o}, Vn,! = Vn,i ond e；= 
en(Vn,l)-
(h) if Xn’0 > "n’l，then y;��— max{;z:.n,0, Cn,o}, ^ n,! —— ； 0 . n d e*n = 
Remark 3.2.1 The policy presented in Theorem 3.2.1 is still true even when 
/ ( e ) is concave function increasing in e. The detailed proof is enclosed in the 
appendix. • 
Roughly speaking, the constants “ i = 0,1, serve as the remanufacture/ 
inaiiufactiire-up-to levels while r)n,i serves as dispose-dowii-to level. 
This optimal policy can work as follows (Figure 3.3). In period n, if 
the total inventory (both the serviceable products and returns) level .t^,! is 
less than the manufacture-up-to level (Region 1), then all of the returns 
should be remanufacturcd and some new products should be manufactured 
to increase the serviceable inventory level t o � n ’ i . The manufacturer will pay 
effort en’i. If the total inventory level is between and (Region 2), 
then the manufacturer only needs to consider remanufacturing all returns, 
and set effort control parameter as en{xn,i)- If the total inventory level is be-
tween “ 0 and 7]n,i, but the serviceable inventory level ； i s lower than the 
reiiiaiiufacture-up-to level (Region 3), then the serviceable inventory level 
should be brought to (^„’(）by remanufacturing some returned products. If the 
current serviceable inventory level Xnfi is already higher than “，o (Region 7), 
then the manufacturer should do nothing. In the last two cases, the effort 
control parameter should be set as en{xn,i) based on the total inventory level 
:Cn’i. If the total inventory level is higher than the dispose-down-to level rin�i 
(Region 4, 5, and 6), then the manufacturer will bring the serviceable inven-
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Figure 3.3 Solution Structure of Theorem 3.2.1 
tory level to iriax{xn,o, by remanufacturing from returns, and dispose of 
some returns to reduce the total inventory level back to iTiax{a:„，o，//n.i}. In 
this case, the effort control parameter is set as 
We end this subsection by the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.2.2 In period n，e* is non-increasing in Xn,i-
It is straightforward to understand this proposition. For manufacturer, if the 
total inventory level is high in present period, it is not economical to pay more 
effort on acquiring the returned products, since the excess remaniifacturable 
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jxo.xi) {Vo^yle*) (XQ.XI) jyo.yle*) 
(4.4) (10,10,10) (7,7) (10,10,10) 
(4.5) (10,10,10) (7,8) (10,10,10) 
(4.6) (10,10,10) (7,9) (10,10,10) 
(4.7) (10,10,10) (7,10) (10,10,10) 
(4.8) (10,10,10) . . . . . . 
(5.6) (10,10,10) (8,8) (10,10,10) 
(5.7) (10,10,10) (8,9) (10,10,10) ' 
(5.8) (10,10,10) (8,10) (10,10,10) 
(5.9) (10,10,10) . . . . . . 
Tabic 3.1 The States in Region 1 
returned products may incur high storage cost. 
3.3 Numerical Exper iments 
In this section, we provide an example to demonstrate the optimal policy 
presented in Theorem 3.2.1. We consider a system with controllable returns 
a n d p a r a m e t e r s r = 5, s = 2, c = 15, a = 0.9, G{x) = 10£ [^max{；c — D, 0}] + 
20E[mQx{D - X, 0}], g{x) = 3 • x. One period demand is Poisson distributed 
with rate 10，and returns can be characterized as 0.2 • e • X, where A' has 
Poisson distribution with ra,te 4. Let the length of planning period be iV = 2 
periods. Then at period 2，the sj^stems states and the correspoiiding optimal 
strategies are given as follows: 
For the states in Region 1 (Table 3.1), it is always optimal to remaniifac-
ture all of the returns, and manufacture some units to bring the serviceable 
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(4.10) (10,10,10) (7,10) (10,10,10) 
(4.11) (11,11,8) (7,11) (11,11,8) 
(4.12) (12,12,7) (7,12) (12,12,7) 
(5.10) (10,10,10) (8,10) (10,10,10) 
(5.11) (11,11,8) (8,11) (11,11,8) 
(5.12) (12,12,7) (8,12) (12,12,7) 
Table 3.2 The States in Region 2 
inventory to the manufacture-up-to level. For example, if the starting state 
is (4，8)，the optimal policy is to remanufacture 4 units of returned products 
as well as manufacture 2 units from raw materials to bring the scrviccablc 
inventory level to 10. 
For the states in Region 2 (Table 3.2), it is always optimal to reman-
ufacture all of the returns, and manufacture nothing. For example, if the 
starting state is (4，8), the optimal policy is to remanufacture 4 units of 
returned products to bring the serviceable inventory level to 8. 
For the states in Region 3 (Table 3.3), it is optimal for the manufacturer 
to remanufacture some of the returns to bring the serviceable inventory to 
the remanufacture-up-to level. For example, if the starting state is (8, 16), 
the optimal policy is to remanufacture 4 units of returned products to bring 
the serviceable inventory level to 12, and keep 4 units of returned products 
in the inventory. 
For the states in Region 4 (Table 3.4), the manufacturer will remanii-
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(狗’尉）{yo,yi,e*) {xo,xi) 
(7.13) (12,13,6) (10,14) (12,14,5) 
(7.14) (12,14,5) (10,15) (12,15,4) 
(7.15) (12,15,4) (10,16) (12,16,3) 
(7.16) (12,16,3) (10,17) (12,17,2) 
(7.17) (12,12,2) (10,18) (12,18,1) 
(8.16) (12,16,3) (11,15) (12,15,4) . 
(8.17) (12,17,2) (11,16) (12,16,3) 
(8.18) (12,18,1) (11,17) (12,17,2) 
(8.19) (12,19,0) (11,18) (12,18,1) 
(8.20) (12,20,0) ... ... 
Table 3.3 The States in Region 3 
(8.24) (12,21,0) (10,30) (12,21,0) 
(8.25) (12,21,0) (10,31) (12,21,0) 
(8.26) (12,21,0) (10,32) (12,21,0) 
(8.27) (12,21,0) (10,33) (12,21,0) 
(8.28) (12,21,0) (10,34) (12,21,0) • • • • • • • • • • • • 
(9.23) (12,21,0) (11,25) (12,21,0) 
(9.24) (12,21,0) (11,26) (12,21,0) 
(9.25) (12,21,0) (11,27) (12,21,0) 
(9.26) (12,21,0) (11,28) (12,21,0) 
Table 3.4 The States in Region 4 
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(0：0’3：1) Oro,;ri) [yl.yl^e*) 
(13.15) (13,15,4) (16,18) (16,18,1) 
(13.16) (13,16,3) (16,19) (16,19,0) 
(13.17) (13,17,2) (16,20) (16,20,0) 
(13.18) (13,18,1) (16,21) (16,21,0) 
(13.19) (13,19,0) . . . . . . 
(14.14) (14,14,5) (18,19) (18,19,0) 
(14.15) (14,15,4) (18,20) (18,20,0) 
(14.16) (14,16,3) (18,21) (18,21,0) 
(14.17) (14,17,2) . . . . . . 
Tabic 3.5 The States in Region 7 
facture some returned products to bring the serviceable inventory to the 
remanufacture-up-to level, and at the same time dispose of some returns to 
reduce the inventory of returned products down to the dispose-down-to level. 
For example, if the starting state is (9，26), the optimal policy is to reman-
ufacturing 3 units of returned products, and dispose of 5 units to bring the 
total inventory down to 21. 
For the states in Region 7 (Table 3.5)，the manufacturer will not make 
any remanufacturing, manufacturing or disposal decisions. For example, if 
the starting state is (14，15)，the manufacturer will not remanufactiire or 
dispose of any returned products. 
For the states in Region 5 (Table 3.6), it is optimal to dispose of some of 
the returns only. For example, if the starting state is (15’ 29), it is optimal 
to dispose of 8 units of the returned products to bring the total inventory 
level down to 21, and keep the serviceable inventory level at 15. 
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(：如’尉）{yp^yhe*) {xo,Xi) {yo,yle*) 
(15.25) (15,21,0) (19,24) (19,21,0) 
(15.26) (15,21,0) (19,25) (19,21,0) 
(15.27) (15,21,0) (19,26) (19,21,0) 
(15.28) (15,21,0) (19,27) (19,21,0) 
(15.29) (15,21,0) (19,28) (19,21,0) • »• • » • • • • • • • 
(17.27) (17,21,0) (21,31) (21,21,0) • 
(17.28) (17,21,0) (21,32) (21,21,0) 
(17.29) (17,21,0) (21,33) (21,21,0) 
(17.30) (17,21,0) (21,34) (21,21,0) 
(17.31) (17,21,0) (21,35) (21,21,0) 
Table 3.6 The States in Region 5 
(:ro,:ri) {xp.xi) {yp^yle*) 
(23.35) (23,23,0) (26,42) (26,26,0) 
(23.36) (23,23,0) (26,44) (26,26,0) 
(23.37) (23,23,0) (26,45) (26,26,0) 
(23.38) (23,23,0) (26,46) (26,26,0) 
(23.39) (23,23,0) (26,47) (26,26,0) 
(24.40) (24,24,0) (30,40) (30,30,0) 
(24.41) (24,24,0) (30,41) (30,30,0) 
(24.42) (24,24,0) (3(3,42) (30,30,0) 
(24.43) (24,24,0) (30,43) (30,30,0) 
(24.44) (24,24,0) (30,44) (30,30,0) 
Table 3.7 The States in Region 6 
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e* (a:o,3;i) e* jxp^x-^) e* e* 
(2.11) 8 (15,16) 3 (2,16) 3 (10,18) 1 
(2.12) 7 (15,17) 2 (3,16) 3 (11,18) 1 
(2.13) 6 (15,18) 1 (4,16) 3 (12,18) 1 
(2.14) 5 (15,19) 0 (5,16) 3 (13,18) 1 
(2.15) 4 (15,20) 0 (7,16) 3 (14,18) 1 
(2.16) 3 (15,21) 0 (8,16) 3 (15,18) 1 
(2.17) 2 (15,22) 0 (9,16) 3 (16,18) 1 
(2.18) 1 (15,23) 0 (10,16) 3 (17,18) 1 
Table 3.8 The Effort Control 
For the states in Region 6 (Table 3.7), it is optimal to dispose all of the 
returned products. For example, if the starting state is (24, 44), it is optimal 
- to dispose of 20 units of the returned products to bring the total inventory 
level down to the serviceable inventory level. 
Based on those data, we have shown that the optimal policy presented in 
Theorem 3.2.1 is consistent with the numerical test. Moreover, the numerical 
results can also help us confirm Proposition 3.2.2. 
From Table 3.8, it can be seen that the effort level is non-increasing with 
respect to the total inventory level, but is independent of the serviceable 
inventory level, when the total inventory level is lower than the dispose-
down-to level. 
In our sensitivity analysis for the optimal inventory levels, each parame-
ter in Table 3.9 is varied in turn, keeping all other parameters unchanged. 
As expected, a higher remanufacturing cost for returns leads to a lower 
dispose-down-to level 77^ ,1 and remanufacture-up-to level “’o, but a higher 
manufacture-iip-to level Since it is not economical to remanufactiire 
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Remanufacturing Cost (r) 5 
Manufacturing Cost (c) 15 
Holding Cost of Returned Products (s) 2 
— Holding Cost 10 
Penalty Cost 20 
Table 3.9 Model Parameters 
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Figure 3.4 The Effect of Variations in the Remanufacturing Cost 
from returned products when remanufacturing cost is high, the manufac-
turer will keep the inventory of returned products as low as possible. Figure 
3.4 illustrate the effects of variations in the remanufacturing cost for returned 
products. 
If the manufacturing cost increases, the company will prefer to remanufac-
tiire from returned products to avoid the high manufacturing cost. Therefore, 
the inventory level of returned products becomes higher as the manufacturing 
cost increases, which also leads to a higher dispose-down-to level. Meanwhile, 
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Figure 3.5 The Effect of Variations in the Manufacturing Cost 
the manufacture-up-to level decreases, but the remanufa,cture-up-to level is 
stable. These effects are illustrated in Figure 3.5. 
If the holding cost of returned products increases, the manufacturer will 
keep the inventory of returned products as low as possible, leading to a lower 
dispose-down-to level and a higher remanufactiire-up-to level. Those effects 
are shown in Figure 3.6. 
If the holding cost of serviceable products increases, then it is not eco-
nomical for the manufacturer to keep the high inventory level. Therefore, the 
dispose-down-to level, remanufacture-iip-to level and manufacture-up-to level 
is decreasing with respect to the holding cost. If the penalty cost increases, 
however, to avoid the high backlog cost, the firm will increase its inventory 
level of serviceable products, which leads to the higher manufacture-up-to 
level, remanufacture-up-to level and dispose-down-to level. The impact of 
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Figure 3.8 The Effect of Variations in the Penalty Cost 
these parameter changes is illustrated in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8. 
3.4 Summary 
In this chapter, we develop inventory model with controllable returns and 
characterize the optimal production, remanufacturing/disposal and effort 
control policies. In this model, we assume that the effort cost is incurred 
for manufacturer to acquire the returned products. We find that simple and 
state-independent policy is optimal for inventory replenishment and remanu-
facturing/disposal strategy. The effort strategy is also simple and dependent 
on the total inventory of serviceable products and returns. The more total 
inventory is, the less effort the manufacturer will pay to avoid the high stor-
age cost of returns. In the next chapter, we will analyze the pricing control 
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problem based on the model with controllable returns. 
• End of chapter. 
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Chapter 4 
System with Controllable 
Returns and Price Dependent 
Demand 
In this chapter, we integrate the pricing control into the inventory problem 
with controllable product returns. More specifically, we assume that demand 
in each period depends on the item's price in a,ccordance with linear stochastic 
demand functions, Dn = a — bpn + where a and b are positive constant, 
and en is the random term with zero expectation. The price changed in 
any given period can be specified dynamically as a function of the state of 
the system. The company thus acts as a price setter or monopolist. In this 
chapter, we address both no disposal and disposal models, with the objective 
of maximizing total expected discounted profit assuming that prices can be 
adjusted arbitrarily. 
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4.1 System without Disposals 
III this section, we first consider the inventory system in which the returned 
products can not be disposed, and selling price is reviewed periodically. At 
the beginning of each period, a, simultaneous decision is made regarding the 
size of production quantity, remanufacturing quantity, the effort, and the 
price of the item to be modified. Wc denote by In the starting inventory level 
of serviceable products, and by 人 the starting inventory level of returns. Let 
the objective function Vn {ln, Jn) be the maximal total discounted profit from 
period n to the end of the planning horizon. The dynamic programming 
formulation of the period is given as follows: 
Vn{In, Jn) 二 . "laX {pn{a 一 bp,,,) r•(人—Jn) 一 C(t„. (人 一 J„,)) - sjn 
- G { i n , P n ) - g{en) + K + 1 + bPn e.n，+ }, (4.1) 
subject to Jn 一 jn < hi — In, 0 < jn < Jn, Pn > 0 aiicl > 0. We assume 
VN+lilN+l, JN+I) = 0-
In (4.1)，the first term in the bracket is the expected revenue; the second 
term is the remanufacturing cost of returned products; the third term is the 
production cost; the forth term is the storage cost of returned products; the 
fifth term is the inventory holding and shortage costs of serviceable products; 
the sixth term is the costs of effort paid on collecting the returned products, 
and the last term is the maximal discounted expected total profit from period 
71 + 1 to period N. 
To make the system more amenable to analyze, again we redefine the 
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decision variables and system states like follows: 
Vrifl = ?:n， 
yn’i = in + jn, ( 4 . 2 ) 
and 
— In, 
Xn,l 二 /n + Jn- (4.3) 
With this transformation of decision variables, we can rewrite (4.2) as 
= maX {hniijnfi, '^n.b ^n, Pn)} + rXnfi 
.. J/n’0’yn,l’en，7>n 
" ( r - c)xn,i (4.4) 
s.t. Xn,0 < yn,Q < Vn,!^  
Xn,l < :Vn’l, 
:?/n’1 - yn，Q < Xn,l — X-nfi, 
en > 0,Pn > 0, 
where 
hniVn^O, yn,l，^n，Pn) = Pn{cL _ bpn) 一 ( f 一 .S):如’o — G{ynfi,'Pn) _ 9{en) 
-{c - r + s)yn,l + aE[Vn+l {yn,0 -a + bpn — en, 
"n，l + Rriien) " « + — e")]. 
The problem (4.5) is to maximize a mul t i- dimension al concave function sub-
ject to a set of linear state-dependent constraints. Again, we assume that 
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g{x) and f{x) satisfy the condition: 
g"ix)>{c-r + s)r{x) 
Then the structure of the optimal control policy can be included in the 
following theorem. Before establishing the optimal policy, however, we state 
two lemmas, which will be useful in the proof of the theorem. 
L e m m a 4.1.1 Vn(>Tn，o”rn’i) and /?,n("n’o, "n’i, e-n, Pn) are jointly concave func-
tions for all 11. 
Lemma 4.1.2 For n - 1, N, (从i’o,从i，i, £'n’Pn) is decreasing in yn,i. 
Moreover, 
1. ^Vn[Xn,Q,Xn^)|^Xn^ <C-r, 
2. dhniXnfi, Xn,i)/dXnfidXnfi + Xn,i)/OXn^oOXn,! < 0， 
3. (Xnfi, Xn^)/dXn,oOXn,i > 0. 
With the properties presented in Lemma, 4.1.1 and Lemma 4.1.2, the optimal 
policy can be characterized in the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 4.1.1 For the inventory problem with product returns and no dis-
posal, suppose the current state is {xn,o, Xn,i). If the system satisfies condition 
(3.6), there exist constants < Sn,o> e^i and , as well as a set of func-
tions e-nix, y) and pn�x,y)’ such that the optimal decisions can be given by 
the following: 
1. if Xn,I < then = = < 二 巨n’i and p: = pn’i. 
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么 if < Xn,i < Sn,o, then y:,�— y:，、= Xn,i and e* = en(xn,i,xn,i)j 
s. if Xn’�> Snfi, then = max{;r"’o,“o(a^n’i)}，Vn,!=工n’i，e* = 
i n a n d Pn = Pn (max{xn,o, “，0(:Cn’l)}”rn’l). 
We offer an explanation to this policy. If the total inventory Xn,i of the 
serviceable and returned products is lower than the manufacture-iip-to level 
, then it is optimal to remanufacture all the available returns and produce 
some units to increase the serviceable inventory level up to The nianii-
facturer will pay effort en,i, and charge the price pn’i. If the total inventory 
level is higher than。，but lower than Sn,o, then it is not optimal to iiiaiiu-
factiire any units and the form only needs to remanufacture all returns. The 
.. manufacturer will pay effort in , Xn,i), and discount the price of product 
to If the total inventory level is higher than Sn,o, then it is 
optimal to remanufacture some returns to bring the serviceable inventory 
level to max{;r„’o, (fn，o(:�’1)}. Again, the manufacturer will pay less effort 
in (ma,x{a'n,o, Cn,o (''^ 71,1)}, )) and keep discounting the price of product to 
Pn (max{.rn,0, in,0 {0Cn,i 
4.2 The System with Disposals 
In this section, we consider a more general system in which some returned 
products are allowed to be disposed. At the beginning of each period, in 
addition to the manufacturing, remanufacturing decisions, the effort decision, 
and the price of the item to be modified, the firm also needs to determine the 
disposal quantities for the returned products. Similar to the previous model, 
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given the starting inventory levels of serviceable products /„ and returns 人， 
let the objective function Vn{In, Jn) be the inaxiinal total discounted profit 
from period n to the end of the planning horizon. The dynamic programming 
formulation of the period is given as follows: 
V n i l n , J n ) = . . maX { p n { a — bpn) — rWn — c ( i n — I n — Wn) — s j n 
'in yjn,� n �Pn 
—G�in,l)n) - g M + aE[Un+l{in - « • + bpn _ Cnjn + Rn{en))] },(4.5) 
subject to 0 < Wn < Jn — jn, • < Wn < in " 0 < jn < Jn, Pn > 0 and 
en > 0. We assume l//v+i(/;v+i’ Jn+i) = 0. 
It can be seen that lUn always reaches its upper bound to maximize the 
objective function, when c > r. After solving Wn, only ？：几’ e^ and 
remain as the decision variables. Then the problem (4.6) can be written in 
the following: 
(，n(工n’0,a:n’l) = max{Vn,l(Xn,0, ), I = 1 ,2} , (4.6) 
where for Z 二 1， 
Vn,l(In,Jn) = maX {pn(a bpn) ~ - SJn G{in,Pn) hi iJui^n )Pn 
- 9 { e n ) + a E - a + bpn - en, j n + Rn (en))] } 
S.t. in - I n < J n _ jn-, 
0 < j n < J n , 
Vn > 0’ Cn > 0, 
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and for I = 2， 
V n M n , J n ) — maX { ' P n ( a - b p n ) - r ( , J n _ j n ) - C(in - I n hi iJrii^fi }pn 
-(Jn - Jn)) - -SJn - G(Zn,Pn) — 9 � 
十 ['i^ n+l Ijn - a + bpn - €njn + ^n(en))] } 
S-t. Jji — jn ^ in ——In, 
0 < jn < Jn, 
Pn > 0, en > 0. 
By applying the same transformation of variables (4.3) and (4.4), we obtain 
the following equivalent problem 
•• VniXn,0,Xn,l) = irmx{Vn,l{^nfi, Xn,l), I = 1 , 2 } , ( 4 . 7 ) 
where for / = 1, 
Vn,l(Xn,0,Xn,l) = m a X , J^n) } + o yn,0,yn,l<^n,Pn 
S.t. Xn,0 < Vnfi < yn,l, 
yn,l < 
yn,l - Vnfi < Xn,l _ Xn,o, 
e-n > 0,Pn > 0, 
with 
KAVrifi^ yn，l,en,l)n) = l)n{a - hpn) _ 一 S)"n，0 — <^ ('"n,0，Pn) _ 
-Syn,l + OiE 1 (l/nfl _ a + bpn - e,,., 
yn,l + i?n(en) - a + bj).n — e„)] ’ 
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and for I = 2, 
tVi,2(:”n，0”:Cn’l) = max {/?'n，2(〜，0，."n’l’en，Pn)} + r:Cn，0 
J/n,0’yn,l’en ,Pn 
- { r - c)Xn,l 
S. t . Xn,0 < l/nfi < 
iT n’l < yn,l, 
yn’l 一 Vnfi < :rn’l 一 Xn,o, . 
Cn > 0,Pn > 0， 
with 
hn’2�yn’Q, "n’l，Cn, Pn) = Pn((l _ 吵 n) _ {r _ s)yn,0 — G{yn,0,Pn) — " ( e j 
- ( c — r + s)yn’i + aE [t'n+i (;yn,o - « + bp,, -
yn,l + Rn{en) 一 a + bpn 一 . 
To characterize the structure of the optimal control policy, we still need the 
condition that the net effort cost function is convex, which implies condition 
(3.6), as well as other properties of value function specified in the following 
two lemmas. 
Lemma 4.2.1 l)n {Xn,0, Xn,l)，/in，l (?/»,,O, Vn,! ’ en, Pn) and hn-2 (;</n,o,：如,1，en, Pn) 
are jointly concave functions for all n. 
Lemma 4.2.2 For n = 1,..., N, /'n’2(?/n’o，？/n’i, is decreasing in yn’i. 
Moreover, 
1. 0< dVn{Xnfi,Xn,l)/dXn,i < C — T, 
2. d'^ Vn{Xn,0,Xn,l)/dXn,0dXn,0 + dh}n{Xn,0, Xn,l )/dXn,odXn,l < 0， 
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3. d \ r {Xnfi, : C n , l ) / d X n , l d X n , i + d\r{Xn,o, Xn,l) / dXnfidXn,! < 0， 
4- O'^Vn {Xn,0, Xn,l)/dXn,QdXn,l > 0. 
Theorem 4.2.1 Characterization of Optimal Control Policies. 
For the inventory problem with remanufacturing and disposal of returns, sup-
pose the current state is {Xn,o,Xn,i)- If the system, satisfies condition (3.6), 
there exist constants < <5"„’o < ?/n,i < »5Vi，i，i}n,o,色n,i and pn,-\, as well as 
a set of functions en(x,'ij), Pn(x,'ij), ^nfiiv)肌 d ’ such that the optimal 
, decisions can be given by the following: 
1. ifxn,i < 6 i ’ i， ihen y:’�= y^^i = e；-巨n，i and p； = pn’i' 
2. if < < Sn,o, then y:’o =队;= a^n.i and e* = nOn’i’ a � i ) , 
Pn = Pn(Xn,1,^71,l)-
3. lfSn,0 < Xn,i < 7/n,l, then y*竹,Q = m£Lx{;rn，o，<^n’0(;rn’i)}，？= Xn,), < = 
en(max{a:n,0, 肌 d p : = pn (max{ , (Xn,l) }, 0： ,^!). 
4- if Vn,i < Xn,i < Sn,i, then y^ Q = max{.Tn,o, For y � ” there are 
two cases: 
(a) If Sn^iiVnfi) > .'Cn’i, then y^^^ = Xn,i, e； = en(niax{;rn,o,rM,o},x„,i) 
and p: = Pn {max{xn,o, Vn,o},Xn,i). 
� If 6.n,-i{yn,o) < ^n,], then = Sn^^iVnfi), =(niax{;r„,，o, "“ ,�}, 
� ’ 1 « 0 ) ) and K = Vn(max{a:n,o, (vlfi))-
5. if Xn’i > Sn,i, then y； ^ 二 m.ax{xn,o,Vnfi}- Again, for yl^^, there are 
two cases: 
� USn,i(yn,o) > :rn’o, then = <5n’i(.<。)，6* = (max{;’�’？知’。}, 
� ’ 1 ( : < � ) )鎮 ( I Pn = :^n(max{:Cn’。，?'/n’�}, (l^^.o)). 
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(b) UKliVnfi) < '^n.o, then ‘’！ = Xnfl, e* = en(max{Xn,0,7]n,o}^^n,o) 
and pI = Pn (max{:c„.’o, r/n,o}, .x'n,o). 
Remark 4.2 .1 The policy presented in Theorem 4-2.1 is still true even when 
/ ( e ) is concave function increasing in e. The detailed proof is enclosed in the 
appendix. 
We offer an explanation to this policy (Figure 4.1). 
Dispose All 
Total Dispose Some 丨 Returns / 
Inventory Repair and Dispose ； Returns ； ^ 
Some Returns 丨 丨 I / 
. 
Repair Some / , , ； ' 
Ret urns ^ / / ; : 
- ( / i ； 
— y K I i 
Only Repair 丨 丨 I 
All Returns 2 丨 丨 j 
“�"Repaii 'Alf 'J^"^] : 丨 i Returns""^ V ' : j 丨 j 
and Produo?' 丨 ' 丨 ； 
Some / I ； 丨 ； 
Prodije(s 丨 丨 丨 ： 
？a,： 5*„’o r}n I Sn 1 . 
Serviceable 
Inventory 
Figure 4.1 Solution Structure of Theorem 4.2.1 
If the total inventory Xn^ i of the serviceable and returned products is lower 
than (Region 1), then it is optimal to remanufacture all of the available 
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returns and produce some units to bring the serviceable inventory level up 
to €n’i. The manufacturer will pay effort on collecting the returns, and 
charge the price as 
If the total inventory level Xn,i is higher than i, but lower than 7}n’:i, 
then it is not optimal to manufacture any units and we only need to consider 
remanufacturing from returns. In this case there are two possible scenarios: 
1. < :r„’i < Sn,o (Region 2). All returned products will be man-
ufactured. The manufacturer will pay effort enGTn’i”rn’i)，as well as 
discount the price of product to » 
2. Sn,o < 工n，i < Vn,i- If < 6i’o(丄'n’i) (Region 3)，then bring the 
serviceable inventory level up to by remanufacturing some re-
turns. If Xn,o > ^n,o(xn,i) (Rcgion 7)，then do nothing. In this scenario, 
the manufacturer will set effort control as en(Cn,oi^n,i), and keep 
discounting the price of product to Pn(&’oGTn’i),iTn，i). 
If the total inventory level Xn,i is higher than 7]n,i, then the firm will dis-
pose of the possibly over-stocked returned products. There are three possible 
scenarios included in this case: 
1. Xn,o < Vn,o (Region 4). By remanufacturing some returns, the form 
increases the serviceable inventory level to 77^ ,0, and disposes of some 
returns to reduce the total inventory level down to ?]n,i. The manufac-
turer will pay effort Sn(j}n,o,nn’i), as well as set price as r / , � ) . 
2. 7]n’o < Xn,o < Sn,!- If 7]n,i < 工n，i < (Region 7), then do 
nothing. The manufacturer will pay effort e.n(xn,o, as well as 
set price as Pn(Xn,o, ^71,1)- If > Sn,i(Xn,o) (Region 5)，then only 
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dispose of some returns to reduce the total inventory level down to 
The effort is set as en(;rn，o，<^ �n’iGTn,o)), and selling price is 
3. Xnfi > 5n,i (Region 6). All returned products will be disposed. The 
manufacturer will pay effort en{xnfi, Xnfi), as well as set price aspn(^n,05 J^nfi)-
Propos i t ion 4.2.1 In period n, e* and p: are both noii-increasing in Xn,o 
and Xn^i. 
This proposition shows that, the optimal pricc to be selected in any given 
period is iionincreasing in the prevailing inventory levels (serviceable inven-
tory level and repairable inventory level). In other words, under a higher 
starting inventory levels, a price, which is no larger than the optimal price 
under a lower starting inventory, is selected to stimulate demand and promote 
an inventory reduction. 
4.3 Numerical Exper iments 
In this section, we provide an example to show the optimal policy presented 
in Theorem 4.2.1. We consider a system with controllable returns and pa-
rameters r = 2, s = 1, c = 10’ a； = 0.9, G{x) = 10五[max{:r - D,0}] + 
15£^[max{D — x, 0}], g{x) = 3 • x. Wc assume demand distribution as 
D{p) = 30 — p 十 D — E[D], where D is Poisson distributed with rate 10, 
and returns can be characterized as 0.2 • e • X , where X has Poisson distribu-
tion with rate 4. Let the length of planning period be iV = 2 periods. Then 
at period 2, the systems states and the corresponding optimal strategies are 
given as follows: 
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(;ro”ri) {yo,yl,e*,p*) {xp.xi) W,e*’:p*) 
(4.4) (13,13,10,17) (7,7) (13,13,10,17) 
(4.5) (13,13,10,17) (7,8) (13,13,10,17) 
(4.6) (13,13,10,17) (7,9) (13,13,10,17) 
(4.7) (13,13,10,17) (7,10) (13,13,10,17) 
(4.8) (13,13,10,17) (7,11) (13,13,10,17) 
(5.6) (13,13,10,17) (8,8) (13,13,10,17) 
(5.7) (13,13,10,17) (8,9) (13,13,10,17) 
(5.8) (13,13,10,17) (8,10) (13,13,10,17) 
(5.9) (13,13,10,17) (8,11) (13,13,10,17) • • • »•• • • • • • • 
Table 4.1 The States in Region 1 
For the states in Region 1 (Table 4.1), it is always optimal to remanu-
facture all of the returns, and manufacture some products. For example, if 
the starting state is (4, 8), the optimal policy is to remanufacture 4 units 
of returned products as well as produce 5 units from raw materials to bring 
the serviceable inventory level to 13. The effort level is set as 10，and the 
product will be sold at 17 per unit. 
{xo,xi) jxp^xi) {yo,yle*,p*) 
• • • • • • • • • • » • 
(4.13) (13,13,10,17) (7,13) (13,13,10,17) 
(4.14) (14,14,10,17) (7,14) (14,14,10,16) 
(5.13) (13,13,10,17) (8,8) (8,8,10,20) 
(5.14) (14,14,10,16) (8,9) (9,9,10,20) 
Table 4.2 The States in Region 2 
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(：印，) {yp^ yh e*, p*) {xq ”r 1) {y*Q, yl ’ e*, p*) 
(7.35) (14,35,0,14) (10,35) (14,35,0,14) 
(7.36) (14,36,0,14) (10,36) (14,36,0,14) 
(7.37) (15,37,0,13) (10,37) (15,37,0,13) 
(7.38) (15,38,0,13) (10,38) (15,38,0,13) 
(7.39) (15,39,0,13) (10,39) (15,39,0,13) 
(8.34) (14,34,1,14) (13,35) (14,35,0,14) 
(8.35) (14,35,0,14) (13,36) (14 ,36 ,0 ,14)‘ 
(8.36) (14,36,0,14) (13,37) (15,37,0,13) 
(8.37) (15,37,0,13) . . . . . . 
(8.38) (15,38,0,13) . . . . . . 
Table 4.3 The States in Region 3 
For the states in Region 2 (Table 4.2), it is always optimal to remanufac-
tiire all of the returns, and mamifactiire notliiiig. For example, if the starting 
state is (5, 14), the optimal policy is to remanufacture 9 units of returned 
products to bring the serviceable inventory level to 14. The effort, level is set 
as 10, and the product will be sold at 16 per unit. 
For the states in Region 3 (Table 4.3), it is optimal for the manufacturer 
to reinanufacture some of the returns to bring the serviceable inventory to 
the manufacture-up-to level, which depends on (:co’;ri). For example, if the 
starting state is (8, 36), the optimal policy is to remanufacture 6 units of 
returned products to bring the serviceable inventory level to 14. However, 
if the starting state becomes (8,37), then the optimal policy is to bring the 
serviceable inventory up to 15 instead of 14. 
For the states in Region 4 (Table 4.4), the manufacturer will remanufac-
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:ri) e \ f ) (irp, .ri) yl, e*,p*) 
• • • • • • • • • 
(8.42) (15,41,0,12) (10,45) (15,41,0,12) 
(8.43) (15,41,0,12) (10,46) (15,41,0,12) 
(8.44) (15,41,0,12) (10,47) (15,41,0,12) 
(8.45) (15,41,0,12) (10,48) (15,41,0,12) 
(8.46) (15,41,0,12) (10,49) (15,41,0,12) 
. .• • • • • • • • • • 
(9.44) (15,41,0,12) (11,48) (15,41,0,12) 
(9.45) (15,41,0,12) (11,49) (15,41,0,12) 
(9.46) (15,41,0,12) (11,50) (15,41,0,12) 
(9.47) (15,41,0,12) . . . . . . * * • • • . ‘ • • j • • • 
Table 4.4 The States in Region 4 
ture some returned products, and at the same time he will dispose of some 
returns. For example, if the starting sta,te is (9, 46), the optimal policy is to 
remanufacture 6 units of returned products, and dispose of 5 units to bring 
the total inventory down to 41. The manufacturer will not pay any effort, 
and the product will be sold at 12 per unit. 
For the states in Region 7 (Table 4.5)，the manufacturer will not make 
any remanufacturing, manufacturing or disposal decisions. For example, if 
the starting state is (16, 19), the manufacturer will not remanufacture and 
dispose of any returned products. The effort level is set as 10, and the product 
will be sold at 15 per unit. 
For the states in Region 5 (Table 4.6)，it is optimal to dispose of some of 
the returns to reduce the total inventory down to the dispose-down-to level, 
which depends on ( X Q . X I ) . For example, if the starting s tate is (32, 44), the 
optimal policy is to dispose of 2 units of returned products to bring the total 
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(15.31) (15,31,4,14) (19,20) (19,20,10,14) 
(15.32) (15,32,3,14) (19,21) (16,21,10,14) 
(15.33) (15,33,2,14) (19,22) (16,22,10,14) 
(15.34) (15,34,1,14) (19,23) (16,23,10,14) 
(15.35) (15,35,0,14) (19,24) (16,24,10,14) 
(16.19) (16,19,10,15) (22,29) (22,29,7,13)‘ 
(16.20) (16,20,10,15) (22,30) (22,30,6,13) 
(16.21) (16,21,10,15) (22,31) (22,31,5,13) 
(16.22) (16,22,10,14) . . . . . . 
Table 4.5 The States in Region 7 
Oo”Ti) fa“,e*，7)*) Oo”ri)(沾’'"]；’ e*’//) 
(32.43) (32,42,0,11) (41,44) (41,43,0,10) 
(32.44) (32,42,0,11) (41,45) (41,43,0,10) 
(32.45) (32,42,0,11) (41,46) (41,43,0,10) 
(32.46) (32,42,0,11) (41,47) (41,43,0,10) 
(32.47) (32,42,0,11) (41,48) (41,43,0,10) 
(39.43) (39,43,0,10) (43,46) (43,44,0,9) 
(39.44) (39,43,0,10) (43,47) (43,44,0,9) 
(39.45) (39,43,0,10) (43,48) (43,44,0,9) 
(39.46) (39,43,0,10) (43,49) (43,44,0,9) 
(39.47) (39,43,0,10) (43,50) (43,44,0,9) 
Table 4.6 The States in Region 5 
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(工0”11) pro,工 i ) 
(45.46) (45,45,0,8) (48,48) (48,48,0,7) 
(45.47) (45,45,0,8) (48,49) (48,48,0,7) 
(45.48) (45,45,0,8) (48,50) (48,48,0,7) 
(45.49) (45,45,0,8) . . . . . . 
(45.50) (45,45,0,8) … … • •> • • • • • « • • • 
(46.46) (46,46,0,8) (49,49) (49,49,0,7) 
(46.47) (46,46,0,8) (49,50) (49,49,0,7) 
(46.48) (46,46,0,8) . . . . . . 
(46.49) (46,46,0,8) . . . . . . 
(46.50) (46,46,0,8) (50,50) (50,50,0,6) * • • • • * • « • • • • 
Table 4.7 The States in Region 6 
inventory level down to 42. However, if the starting state becomes (39,47), 
then the optimal policy is to bring the total inventory down to 43 instead of 
42. 
For the states in Region 6 (Table 4.7), it is optimal to dispose of all 
returned products. For example, if the starting state is (45, 50), it is optimal 
to dispose of 5 units of the returned products to bring the total inventory 
level down to the serviceable inventory level. The manufacturer will not pay 
any effort, and the product will be sold at 8 per unit. 
Based on those data, we have shown that the optimal policy presented in 
Theorem 4.2.1 is consistent with the numerical test. Moreover, the numerical 
results can also help us confirm Proposition 4.2.1. 
Prom Table 4.8 and Table 4.9, it can be seen that the optimal effort level 
and selling price is non-increasing with respect to the serviceable inventory 
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(3：0，⑷ P* (X0,iVl) P* (XQ.Xi) P* {XQ. XI) p* 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • * 
(4.12) 17 (9,10) 17 (7,10) 17 (23,26) 13 
(4.13) 17 (9,11) 17 (8,11) 17 (24,27) 13 
(4.14) 16 (9,12) 17 (9,12) 17 (25,28) 13 
(4.15) 16 (9,13) 17 (10,13) 17 
(9,14) 16 (11,14) 16 (34,37) 12 
(4.31) 15 (12,15) 16 . . . •... 
(4.32) 14 (9,21) 15 (13,16) 16 (37,40) 11 
(4.33) 14 (9,22) 15 (38,41) 11 
.•• ••• ••• ••• (15，18) 15 . . . . . . 
(4.37) 13 (9,33) 14 (16,19) 15 (40,43) 10 
(4.38) 13 (9,34) 14 (17,20) 14 (45,48) 8 
• • » • • » • • • • • • • » • . . . « . • , . . 
Table 4.8 The Price Control 
(rco”Ti) e* e* (.x-o,:ri) e* (xo,Xi) e* 
• • • • » • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . « , , , 
(12.24) 10 (30,31) 5 (15,26) 10 (23,34) 2 
(12.25) 10 (30,32) 4 (16,27) 8 (24,35) 1 
(12.26) 8 (30,33) 3 (17,28) 7 (25,36) 0 
(12.27) 7 (30,34) 2 (18,29) 7 (26,37) 0 
(12.28) 6 (30,35) 1 (19,30) 6 (27,38) 0 
(12.29) 5 (30,36) 0 (20,31) 5 (28,39) 0 
(12.30) 4 (30,37) 0 (21,32) 4 (29,30) 0 
(12.31) 3 (30,38) 0 (22,33) 3 (30,31) 0 
* • • « • • • « < • • « • • « « • • t , , « • » 
Table 4.9 The Effort Control 
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level and total inventory level. Furthermore, Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show 
that, the optimal price is decreasing faster with respect to the serviceable 
inventory level, while the optimal effort is more sensitive to the repairable 
inventory level. As we expect, under a higher starting inventory levels, an 
optimal selling price is selected to stimulate demand and promote the ser-
viceable inventory reduction. The optimal effort, however, is set to influence 
product returns which will contribute to the repairable inventory level. 
Optimal Price 
18 ‘ ‘ Repairable Inventory Level Serviceable Inventory Level 
16 r L -
: ….； I 
14 h 丨 ^ -
12 - i……-: — I I 
1 0 • • • •； -
8 i - 丨 … -
6 ^ 1 1 1 ‘ 
0 10 20 30 40 50 
Total Inventory Level 
Figure 4.2 The Price Trajectory 
4.4 Summary 
In this chapter, we develop an inventory model with controllable returns and 
price dependent demand, and characterize the optimal production, reinanu-
facturiiig/disposal, effort and pricing strategies. Compared with the policy 
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o' 1 1 ^ I 
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Total Inventory Level 
Figure 4.3 The Effort Trajectory 
in Chapter 2, the simple and state-independent policy can not be optimal in 
this inventory pricing problem. Instead, the remanufacture/manufacture-up-
to levels and the dispose-down-to levels may be dependent on the serviceable 
inventory and the inventory of returns at the beginning of the production 
period. Actually, when price becomes one of the decision variables, some 
structural properties of objective function will be lost, such as, t;n(;rn.o,.Tn,i) 
can not be decomposable. Consequently, the optimal production and re-
manufacturing policy is complicated in this model. However, the effort and 
pricing policy is simple and straightforward to understand. When serviceable 
inventory or the inventory of returns is high, the company will be better to 
pay less effort on acquiring the returned products, and charge less for the 
products to attract more customers. 
• End of chapter. 
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Chap te r 5 
Conclusion 
In this thesis, we develop a periodic-rcview single-product inventory system 
with controllable returns. In contrast to the existing research, we assume 
- t ha t the quality, quantity, and timing of product returns can be controlled 
by remanufacturing firms. The more effort spent on collecting the product 
returns, the higher remanufacturable returns can be obtained. We find that 
simple and state-independent policy is optimal inventory replenishment and 
remanufacturing/diposal strategy. The effort strategy is also simple and 
dependent on the total inventory of serviceable products and returns. 
We also generate the model to consider the decision of price, manufactur-
ing and remanufacturing/disposal in a. nonsta.tionary model where demand 
is a linear function of price and has an additive stochastic component. Com-
pared with exogenous price case, the simple and state-independent policy 
can not be optimal in this inventory pricing problem. Instead, the reman-
ufacture/ manufacture-up-to levels and the dispose-down-to levels may be 
dependent on the serviceable inventory and the inventory of returns a,t the 
beginning of the production period. The optimal effort and price is a non-
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increasing function of the initial serviceable inventory and returned product 
inventory. 
Suggestions for Future Research 
Firstly, in this thesis, we only consider a single type of product returns. 
However, due to the process of returned product acquisition management, 
the returned items will be diagnosed and sorted based on their operation 
conditions. Different returned products require different actions and incur 
different remanufacturing costs. Zhou ct a.l. [25] have investigated the in-
ventory systems with multiple types of remanufactiirable products. In the 
future, we can extend our model to multiple types of remanufactiirable prod-
ucts. 
Secondly, in Chapter 4，we assume that demand is a linear fuiiction of 
price and has an additive stochastic component. It will be of interest to 
consider demand in a more general structure, which may make the optimal 
policy become very complicated. Actually, the general structure of demand 
distribution may cause the optimization problem very hard to be solved to 
optimality. We can conduct the related investigation on this area in the 
future. 
Thirdly, although we have characterized the structure of the optimal pol-
icy, it is still a challenge to compute the optimal policy. This is particularly 
true for the state-dependent policy when we consider the decision of price. 
For further research, we need to work on the research to find the heuristic 
methods to compute the near-optimal control parameters for systems. 
• End of chapter. 
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Chap te r 6 
Append ix 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.1: 
In the following, we prove Proposition 3.2.1, Theorem 3.2.1, Lemma 3.2.1 
-and Lemma 3.2.2 together by induction on n. 
In period N, as V^f+i = 0, it is obvious that e*N = 0, which means the 
company will not pay any effort on collecting returns in the last period. Since 
the excess returns will incur storage cost, it is optimal to dispose all of the 
on-hand returns after making the remanufacturing decision, which means 
'{Jn八=yN,Q- Then the inventory problem in period N can be written as 
follows: 
VN{XNfi,XN,l) = m.m{VN,l{XN,Q,XM,l),l = 1,2}, 
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where for I = 1, 
XN,I) = min{//iv，i(y;v，o, ijNfi, 0)} - rx^f i yN,o 
s.t. XNfi < VNfi < 工N’l, 
XNA 一 _ > 0, 
with HN,i{yN,o,yN,o,0) = n/7v’o + G(:?/iv’o)， 
and for / 二 2， 
VnA'^'N^, = mm{HM,2iyN,o, yN’Q, 0)} - rxN,o + (r — c):r;v,i 
VN,0 
s.t. XM,] < _ ’ 
工N�1 - > 0 , 
with HN;2[yN’o,yN’o,0) = q//v’o + G(:?/N，o)-
It is easy to see that and 丑;v’2(yA^ 。，"tv’�’ 0) are jointly 
convex functions. Now we will show that the policy in the theorem is optimal 
for period N. Define: 
= argmin/fiv，2(y;v，o,"Mo，0), 
m’o 
RIN’I = arg inin (i/A^o, VN.O, 0). yN’Q 
By this definition and the convexity of Hj^^i and Hn,2, we have 77/^ ,1 > � 1 . 
Then for I = 1, because '/风1 is the global inininiizer of 丑iv，i(?/7v’o’ y;v，o, 0), 
under the constraint xjv,o < yN,o < ；ca^ .i, the solution of can 
be obtained by the following policy: 
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1. If < VN,U then Y*^^^ = 二 工NA. 
2. If xm,i > then ^ ’ � = y%,�二 max{;r;v’o’??iv’i}. 
For I = 2，because is the global minimizer of 丑7V，2fe7V’o, ?/7V’o，0)，under 
the constraint Xn,i < ？/iv’o, the solution of VN^i^Nfi^XN^i) can be obtained 
by the following policy: 
1. If < then y*N�o = Vn,! 二 6v’i. 
2. If xn,i > then i/n’o = y%’A = 
Hence, 
1. If iCjv’i < 6v，], then V/v,i(x/v,o, X/v,i) 二 付7v’i (a:^ ;v’i,工Ag ’ 0) - rx/v,o = 
HN’2{xN,hXN,i,(y) - rxM,o + [v - C)XN,I > — rXN,Q + 
(r - C)XN,I = V N A ^ N F I ^ X N ^ I ) . The inequality is due to the definition 
of So V N ( X N , O , X N , I ) = VN,2{XN,O:'J0N,I)- y*N,0 = y*N，L = 6v’l. 
2. If y^v.l < .Tat,! < 77yv,l, then ^^(XAr^o, O^ at,] ) = VN,I(XJV,O, iVjv,l) = V)v’2(:r;v’o,;r7v’i)‘ 
PN,O — PN,!—化1-
3. If Xjv,i > Vn,] ’ then Vn,2(xn,o, ^tv.i) = , 0) — rxM,o + {r -
C)XN,I = - rxN,O > The inequality 
is due to the definition of . “ = y*N’: = max{a;7v’o’ ”;v’i}. 
In the theorem, by assuming that = VN,U then the relationship of all 
constants can be satisfied. So we have shown that the policy in the theorem 
is optimal in period N . Based on the optimal policy, it is easy to find that 
Proposition 3.2.1 is t rue for period N. 
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The following statement is illustrated to prove that 
r -c< ^VN{xN,Q,XN,\)/^x^r,l < 0. 
According to the optimal policy, the system state space is divided into 4 
regions. Within the interior of each region, it is not hard to verify this 
property. We only check one region, and other cases can be proved similarly. 
For the region < < m’ i , 
= (T - C) + �Oryv’ l ) ) 
> r — c. 
The inequality is due to the convexity of •f/A',2(‘^ ;^v’i”r;v’i,Syv(a:;v，i)), and 
；riv,i > Moreover 
^^^(;ryvo”CAr’l) = (v — C) + (•！;^^ (J： , X ,爸 N [工 N.lY) 
< 0. 
This inequality follows from the convexity of 丑;v’i (xa^ i,工；v’i’ gAr(:ryv，i)), and 
.Tyv,] < • Therefore, we have shown that Proposition 3.2.1, Theorem 
3.2.1, Lemma 3.2.1 and Lemma 3.2.2 are true in period N . 
Suppose Proposition 3.2.1, Lemma 3.2.1 and Lemma 3.2.2 are true at 
period n = k + 1. Because of the inductive assumption on Proposition 3.2.1, 
the optimization problem in period k can be equivalent to the following 
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problem: 
Vk{xk,0,xk,i) = nmi{Vk,i(xk,o,Xk,i),l = 1,2}, (6.1) 
where for 1 = 1, 
= niin {Hf,,i(yk,o, yk,i,ek)} - rx/.^ 
Vic’o’Vk’i’eic 
S.t. Xk,Q < Vkfi < Ilk,!, 
yk’l < 
yk’i - Vkfi < — Xkfi, 
e^ > 0, 
with 
" Hk,i iVkfi, yk,i ’ efc) = [r — s)yk,o + G(yk,o) + syk,i + g{ek) 
+aE[Qk+ifl{yk,Q - Dk)] 
+aE [Qk.+i,i {yk,i + Rk{ek) — A：)]， 
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and for I = 2, 
Vk.,2{'Xk,o, Xk,i) = min {Hk,2(yk,o, Pk,i,ek)} — rx^^o + (r — c)xk,i 
ja-’o’yfc,i’efc 
s.t. Xk,o < yk,Q < yk,i, 
yk,i - yk.fi < Xk,i - Xkfi, 
ek > 0， -
with 
Hk,2{ykfi, yk,i,ek) = {r- s)ykfi + G{ykfi) + (c — r + s)yk,i 
+9iek) + aE[Qk+i,o{yk,o - D^•)] 
-^aE[Qk+i,i(yk,i + Rkie-k) — A：).. 
We are trying to find the optimal solution for this optimization problem. 
First, We will show that Hk’i(yk,Q,yk’i,ek) and Ifk，2(yk，o, yk，i,ek) are jointly 
convex function on (yk’o,yk,i,ek). 
In order to verify the joint convexity of Hk-ziVkfi, yk,i-,ek), we separate it 
as the summation of two terms with respect to yk,Q and (y/c’i,efc): 
{i)(r - s)yk,o + G{yk,o) + aE[Qf,+i,o{yk,o - D^,)]; 
{n){c-r + s)ijk,i + g{ek) + aE[Qk+i,i{yk,i + Rk{ek) - Dk). 
It is obvious that the term (i) is convex on 纵:’o. We will show that the other 
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I 
term {li) will be jointly convex on {yk,i, Ck)- We rewrite this term as follows: 
aE[Qk+i,i(yk,i + Rk{ek) _ A-) + (c — r + s ) � y � i + R M — D k ) / a 
+g{ek) - (c — r + s)E[Rk{ek) - A：]-
By inductive assumption on Lemma 3.2.2, Qk+i,i{') + (c - r + «s)(.)/a is 
increasing function. With the convexity of Qk+i,](-) and Rk{ek), it is easy to 
show that 
(yE [仏+1,1 (yk,i + Rk(ek) - Du) + (c - r + 5) (yk’i + 瓜 � - D k ) / a 
is jointly convex on (yk，i,e/^ ). By condition (3.6), 
- g(ef,.,) - ( c - r + s)E[Rk{ek) — D� 
is convex on e". Consequently, term {ii) is jointly convex on e^.). From 
the proceeding proof, we know that •/i/A;’2(:?/fc’o, 2/fc’i, e"-) is jointly convex on 
(M,o,yfc,i,ek). Similarly, we can obtain the same result for Hk,i(yk,Q,yk,i^ek). 
Therefore, Lemma 3.2.1 is true in period k. 
We next show the policy presented in the theorem is optimal for period 
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n = k. Define: 
= arg min Hk,i (x, yk,i, e^) = arg min Hk’2(x, yk.’i，caO 
X X 
= a r g m h i { ( r 一 s)x + G(;c) + aE[Qk+ifi{x - Dfc)]}, 
(Cfc.i, ) = arg min Hk,2 (x, .r, e/,) 
= a r g mill{cx + G{x) + g{ek) x,ek -
+aE[Qk+i,o(x — Dh)] + qE[QA-+i,I(X + i?t(e〈,）- D^)]}. 
("fc’i ,� ,2) = argmin//fc,iQ/fc，。，;r’efc) 
= a r g mill {s:r + g{eh) + aE[Qk+i,i{x + Rkick) — I^ f c ) ] } , 
H I X ) = arg min{"(efc) + QE [Q人’+i，] (x + Rk{ek) - }. 
It is obvious that S/o(6c’i)=吞fc’i, and ek{7ik,i)=巨k�2- With the Lemma 3.2.2 
and joint convexity of Hk,2{yk,Q,yk,ue,,), we can have < Further-
more, if ?7fc,i < €fc’o，then redefine C/c,o as 二 7从’i, where 77/0,1 is defined by 
(jk，!,召k’2) = argmin;c’efc Ck). Thus, the relationship of all constants 
presented in the Theorem 3.2.1 is satisfied. Now, we provide the detailed 
proof for each case in the theorem for period n — k. We solve the optimiza-
tion problem of Vkj.{xkfii / = 1,2, and then compare their values to find 
Vk{Xk,Q,Xk,l). 
By definition of e^ix), the problem 6.1 can be equivalent to the following 
optimization problem: 
Vk ,办.,1) = niiii{VA-/ {xkft, ),l = 1,2}, 
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where for I = 1, 
= mill (Nk^i {yk,o, yk,\,ek{yk,i))} - 'rXk,o yk.o’yk’’i 
s.t. Xkfi < yk.,0 < yk,i, 
yk,-i < 
yk,i — Vkfi < — Xkfi, 
with 
Hk,i ivkfi, yk,uh{yk,i)) = {r - s)yk,o + G{ykfi) + syk,i + 9{h{yk,i)) 
^aE[Qk+i,o{ykfi — Dk) 
+aE[Qk+i,^ {yk,^ + Rkiekiyk,^)) _ D^)], 
and for 1 = 2, 
Vk,2{xk,0,xk,i) = mill {^ A:’2(?/A:’o，'"fc,i,4('"A:’i))} - rxkfi + (r — c)xk,i yk’oM�i 
s . t . Xk^o < Vkfl < yk.,u 
•JCk,^ < yk,\, 
JJk,! 一 Vkfi < - Xkfi, 
with 
Hk,八yk，Q, '"fc’i’ 4('"a:’I)) = {r — 'S)"A:’�+ + (C - r + 
+g{ek{yk,i)) + aElQk+i,o{yk,o — A：)] 
{yk,i + Rk{ek{yk,\)) - D k ) . 
For I = 1, (“ ’ o,”fc,i) is the global minimizer of Hk,i{yk,o,yk,i,h{yk,i)), and 
the feasible domain is shown in Figure 6.1. The solution of Vk,i{xk,0,xk^i) 
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can be obtained by the following policy: 
yu'' I I , 
3 : 2 ; 1 / ' 
� • • , i i-A-,0 - V ； • 
5 / i i 
/ I I 
/ � I 
/ I I 
^k.O ^-k-A Vk.o 
Figure 6.1 The Skctcli-inap of Feasible Solution in Disposal Model 
1. If Xk,\ < 6 ’^o, then Xk,i < < 彻’i. The global minimizer 
must be in region 1. Due to the jointly convexity of Hk�\ (vk-.o^  y k , i ， ， 
it is easy to show that Hk,i achieves its minimum on the boundary 
yk,i = Since 丑人:，1 (仇,o，:?/a:’i,6人:(:办’i) can be decomposed to the 
summation of two univariate convcx functions, by definition of 
Hk,i{yk,0,xk,uh{xk,i)) is decreasing for y^fi < Xk,i. Therefore, at the 
optimum of Hk,u yt’o = yt,i =孙’i. Moreover e^ . = €k{xk,i}-
2. If < < ”k’i, the global minimizer (“’o，"a:’i) must be in region 
2 or region 3. Similarly to the previous argument, the optimal solution 
is ylo = m a x { ； y ^ = and 4 = 
3. If Xk,i > the global minimizer (仏o,'"fc’i) must be in region 4, 
or region 5, or region 6. If (Cm,仇i) is in region 4 or region 5, 
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then since Hk,i{yk,o,yk,uek{yk,i)) is jointly convex function, the op-
timal solution is achieved on the boundary yk^ = x^fi. Hence in 
these two cases, at the optimum, y^Q = Xk,o. Then by definition 
of T]kA, (xk,o.yk,uek{yk,i)) is decreasing for < Vk,i, and in-
creasing for yk’i > When (Ot’o’,^’i) is in region 4, which im-
plies Xk,o < 77a:,i < for Hk,i{xkfi,yk,i,h{yk,i)), at its optimum, 
yl..八=rjk^i. When Vk,i) is in region 5, 7从.’i can not be achieved as 
it is "blocked" by yk,i = Xk,o. Therefore, y ^ = yl -^  = Xkfi- If (“’o, 77a:’i) 
is in region 6, it is obvious that the global optimizer can be achieved. 
Hence, y l ’ � = yl -^  二 ？7a;，i. Finally, the optimal solution can be 
summarized as IJIq = n i a x { : r A ; , o , y * k ’ i = max{xk,o,r]k,i}. Moreover 
el = ek(max{xkfi,7]k,i}). 
For I = 2, because ^fc’‘2(?/M,,yfc’i,“:(.yfc’:i)) is a jointly convex function and 
increasing in 仇，！’ yl -^  must be on the boundary 纵.’i = y .^o or yk,i = Xk,i. 
By definition of and 仏i, we know that (《。，工a:’i) is the minimizer of 
Hk,2{yk,o,yk,i,ek{yk^)) on the boundary yk’i = Xk,i, and is the 
minimizer of /^fc’2("fc’o, ‘"fc’i’ 4 f e ’ i ) ) on the boundary yk,i = yk，o‘ Then the 
solution of Vk,2{'Xk,0i can be obtained by the following policy: 
1. If Xk,i < then Xkfi < Xk’i < < ikfi- The position of (“’o”Tit’i) 
and can be shown in Figure 6.2. Because Xk^ i < “。，it is 
optimal to increase x as much as possible since Hk,2(x, Xk,i, ek{xk,i)) is 
decreasing, which implies '(jIq = yl-^. Since can be achieved 
without violating any constraints, it can be easily verified that y l � = 
y*k,i = Moreover, 4 = 4 (6m)=泛 
2. If Cfc.i < 工fc’i < the position of and (6�i，6:’i) can be 
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Figure 6.2 The Sketch-map of Feasible Solution in No-disposal Model: Case 1 
shown in Figure 6.3. Both of them are not in the feasible domain. As 
< Cfc.o, is decreasing for x < Xk,u thus y : � � = 
y l i , Fiirthemiore, since Hk,2{y,y,h-.{y)) is increasing for y > 
the optimal solution must be the intersection of boundary yk’i = yk,o 
and yk.’i = Hence the optimal solution is ‘成。—vl,! = and 
el = ek{xk,i). 
3. If > the position of and can be shown 
in Figure 6.4. Since fh,2[yk，(h Uk山 “(yk,iTj is increasing in ,办，i, then 
y*k,i = • However, depending on a、.，。，yl�=max{.rfc,o, Ca-.o}, because 
Hk,2{'X,yk,uek{ykA)) is convex on ;r. Moreover, el = ekixk^i). 
Finally, wc will prove the strategy described in the theorem is optimal for 
period k. 
1. If < <^ fc’i，then Xk^ i < 7]k’i. By the previous statement, at the 
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Figure 6.3 The Sketch-map of Feasible Solution in No-disposal Model: Case 2 
•“ optimum of Hk,i, yl’Q = y t , ! =工 k j . This optimal point is on the 
boundary of the feasible set of Hk;2, thus we disregard but only 
consider Hk,2- Hence Vf,{xk,o, Xk,i) = and the optimal 
policy is yl,o = i ^ i = and 4 =召fc，！. 
2. If 仏 1 < Xk,i < 仏0，Hk’i and Hk�2 can achieve the optimum at the 
same point. V)t(a:fc,o, = "^ 4,1 (a:^ fc，o,�i) = V^fc，20M,�0, and yl ^ = 
y h = ‘ 〜 ， = 
3. If G’o < Xk,i < 7]k,i, similar to the previous case, yl^ ^ = max{a:fc’o’6c，o}， 
yl,i =工k’i, 4 = ek(xk,i)-
4. If Xfc,i > 7]k,i, then ；r^ i^ > For Hk’2, tlie optimal solution achieved 
at vIq = max{xk,o,^k,o}, vl,! = nmx{xk,o,r]k,i}, which is also a feasible 
solution of Hk’i. Therefore, we only consider Hk’i. Then Vk(xk,o, Xk,i)= 
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Figure 6.4 The Sketch-map of Feasible Solution in No-disposal Model: Case 3 
and the optimal policy is — max{:Cfc’o’ <^fc，o}’ = 
max{:CA:，o,,/7A:’i}’ and el =召k,2. 
So we have shown that the theorem is true for period k. With the opti-
mal policy presented in the theorem, we are ready to verify the Proposition 
3.2.1 for period k. Depending on the value of (;Cfc’o,工fc,i), the optimal pol-
icy presented above divides the state space into different regions. Within 
the interior of each region, it is not hard to see dVk{xkfi, xi;,i)ldA only de-
pends on A, A = ；Cfc’�”Tfc，i, since Ih’i(yk，o,yk’i,ek) and yk,i, ei-) can 
be decomposed by the inductive assumption. So we only need to check the 
boundaries between different regions, which may not be differentiable. Wc 
use one case to illustrate that , even at the boundary, can still be 
decomposed. Other cases can be similarly proved. Note that at the boundary 
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of = rik,i, Xk,o < 77fc’i, and then yl，i = The right-sided derivative is 
… w o I r Vfc(:rfe’�’r/A:，i + A) - Vk{xk,o,r]k,i) 
d\'k{xk,o,Xk,i)/oxk,i\x,,,^Vk,i+ =丄二 5 
= ( m a x { i T A : , 。 ， C M } , '"*:’I’ 4("A:’I)) 
= 0 , 
and the left-sided derivative is 
aV^A:(孙，0’a;A:’i)/加 Mk’i=”M- = ^ 
-Hk,i(m-dx{xkfiAk,o},Vk,i — A,ek(r/k,i - A)) } / A 
二 0， 
which is independent of x^^o. 
The following statement is illustrated to prove that 
r - c < dVk(xkfi,Xk,i)/dxk,i < 0. 
According to the optimal policy in Theorem 3.2.1, the system state space is 
divided into 7 regions. Within the interior of each region, it is not hard to 
verify the Lemma 3.2.2. For the region Xk,i < 
OVk ( � 
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For the region < Xk,i < ikfi, 
= (r - c) + {xk,u xk,uekixk,i)) 
> r — c, 
where the inequality is due to the convexity of ek(xk,i)), and 
< • Moreover 
= (r - c) + 
aXh,i 
< 0, 
in which the inequality is due to the convexity of H ^ j ； 
and Xk,i < < Vk,i-
For the region G’o < ；Tfcj < ”k’i, 
-^^{xkfi,工fc’i) = {r - c) + ^ ^ {max{xk,Q,^k,o}, ••i^k,i,ek{xk,i)) 
> r - c, 




二 （r - c) + •^ ^^ (max[Tfc，o,<^ M},工fc，i,谷A；(工fc’i)) 
= ^ ^ ^ (ma:K{.T;,,o, “，O}”TA:’I, 4GT/c’I)) (hk’l 
< 0, 
in which the inequality is due to the joint convexity of 丑fc’i(-,.’ .)，and Xk,i < 
VkA • 
For the region Xk,i > 
dVk , � 
-So Lemma 3.2.2 is proved. Therefore, Proposition 3.2.1, Theorem 3.2.1, 
Lemma 3.2.1 and Leiiiina 3.2.2 are thus completed. 
Remark 6.0.1 When f{e) is concave function increasing in e, by 
dVk{xk,o,^k,i)/Oxk,i < 0， 
we can still have that Hk,i(ykfi, and //&’2(仇’0’ yk,i,ek) are jointly con-
vex functions. 
Recall when we prove Lemma 3.2.1 in the previous argument^ we separate 
Hk,2{yk,o,yk,i,ek) vnto two terms with respect to yu^ and�yk，i,ek): 
(?:)(r — s)yk’o + G'(t/fc,o) + aE[Qk+i,oi(yk,o _ 
{ii){c - ' r + s)yk,i + g{ek) + aE[Qk+i,i {yk,i + Rk{ek) — D^). 
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It is obvious that the term (?:) is convex on ykfi. For the term (?:?:)， by the 
inductive assumption that < 0, we have that 
is decreasing function. Then for any (yi, 62) and (^2, ^2), 
. V ^ ^ 乂」 
< + . 1 , 1 ( 华 + 聊 ； 删 _ DA:)-
_ E[Qk+i,i(yi + Rk{ei)-Dk)] , E[Qk+i,i{yi + Rk{e2) - Dk)' 
= 2 + 2 ’ 
where the inequality is due to the concavity of Rk and monotonicUy ofQk+i^i(-). 
Hence the term (ii) is jointly convex on efc). Therefore, Hk�2(M�Q, 
is jointly convex functwn. Similarly, we can obtain the same result for 
fik,\{yk,0) So we still have Lemma 3.2.1 even when / ( e ) is concave 
function. 
Following the same argument in the previous proof, we can show that 
Proposition 3.2.1, Theorem 3.2.1, Lemma 3.2.1 and Lemma 3.2.2 are still 
true when / ( e ) is concave function increasing with e. 
Proof of Propos i t ion 3.2.2: By the definition of e:: 
f 
召n’l, if iTfc,! < <^n,l； 
4 = 1 召n(�l)， if < 工fc，l < "n ’ l ; 
en (max{i;„,o, "n’l}) , if > 7}n’l. 
When Xkj < €n，i and Xk,i > "n’i, e* is independent of Xn,i- So we only 
consider the second case. By the convexity of it is easy to show 
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that cj{en) + aE[Qn+i,i{x + R{e.n) - AO] is supcrmodular. Hence, 6,,,(工"’1) is 
non-increasing in Xn,i-
Proof of Theorem 4.1.1: 
Again，we prove Theorem 4.1.1，Lemma 4.1.1 and Lemma 4.1.2 together 
by induction on n. 
Ill period N, as vjv+i = 0 , it is obvious that e^ = 0. Then the inventory 
problem in period N can be written as follows: 
= max {hn{:yn’o, yn,i A1)n)�+ rxn,o 
yN,o,yN,i,PN 
- ( R — C)XN,I 
s . t . XNFI < VNFI < YN,U 
‘ < :yyv’i, 
VN,! — yNfl < XN,1 -
PN > 0, 
where 
hNiVNfi. ？/iv’i, (),Piv) = Pn{CI - bpN) — {r - s)yN,o — G{yN,o,pN) 
- ( c - r + s)yM,i-
It is obvious that /7^ /v(?/iv’(), 0,Piv) is a jointly concave function, and de-
creasing in yN’i. Now we will show the policy in Theorem 4.1.1 is optimal 
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for period N. Define: 
{iN,upN,i) = argmax{/iAr(;c,;r,0,pN)}, 
X,PN 
(6V’O,PMI) = argmax{"iv(;r,."iv’i,0,Rv)} 
工,PN 
= a r g m a x { p . / y ( a - bp/v) - (r - s)x -
Pn() = arg max{h^{x , yN,i,0, pN)} 
PN = a r g m a x { p y v ( a - 6p;v) - (r — s)x - G(:r,pAr)}. 
X 
Because /iiv(:?/iv’o,'"au, 0’Piv) is a jointly concave function and decreasing in 
:y/v’i, y*N’i must be at the low bound of the constraint ；c;v，o < yN,o < ？/n’i, 
< UN,!- The solution of VM(XN,O, .Ta^i ) can be obtained by the following 
policy: 
1. Uxn^i < then xn,q < 工at.i < 6v’i < 6/’o. Since h^iyN^o, Vn,!, 0, piv) 
is a concave function, /iAr(:yN,o, Una^^^Pn) is increasing when yN’Q < 
Hence under the constraint xn,o < yN,o < y/v’i and < 队i, 
we can know that •!/&’(）= y*N’]_. The objective function can be equivalent 
to /i7vfeiv,o,2/iv,o,0,piv), subject to y^fi > 工n’i and pjv > 0. By defin-
ition of and condition that xjv^o < < Ov’i, It can be verified 
that the optimal solution is i/^ Q = = � y v j e^ = 0 and = p N ’ I . 
2. If < < infi , by repeating the similar arguinent in the previous 
case, the objective function can be equivalent to 2/iv,o, 
subject to yNfi > x^^i and 'Pn > 0. With definition of and con-
dition that XN^I > (^ ;v’i, the optimal solution is y^ Q = =工/v’i, 
e ; = 0 and p*^ = Mxn’i)-
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3. If xn,i > Ov，o，since /i"(:Viv，o,"iv’i,0,:P7V) is decreasing when yN’o > 
Ca',0, under constraint XNfi < yN,O < VN,I and < " i v ’ i ， : 
nmx{xN,o,^N,o} , which means ：成�< 工n’i- Hence ： ‘ ’ i = xn,i, which 
is the boundary of the feasible set, and p*N = PN (niax{:r/v,o, ^N,O}) • 
In the theorem, by assuming that SN,O = then the relationship of all 
constants can be satisfied. So, we have shown that the policy in the theorem 
is optimal in period N. With this policy, we will prove that Lemma. 4.1.2 is 
true for period N. According to the optimal policy, the system state space 
is divided into 4 regions. Within the interior of each region, it is easy to see 
this property. We only use one case to illustrate this property. 
For the region < 工N’I < 
= ( c - r ) + 
< c-r, 
where the inequality is due to the concavity of 
and the condition � ’ i < Moreover, 
O^Vn d^VN ( � , , 
dXNfidXNfi dXNfidXN^l 
and 
d'^VN , 、 n 
dXNfiOXN,! 
Therefore, we have shown that Theorem 4.1.1, Lemma. 4.1.1 and Lemma, 
4.1.2 are true in period N . 
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Now we Suppose Lemma 4.1.1 and Lemma 4.1.2 arc true at period n = 
k + 1. The optimization problem in period k can be written as follows: 
— max {h人yk,Q, yk,\, ek.Pk)}十 hta：’。 yk,o,yk.i,ek,Pk 
—(r - c)xk,i 
s.t. Xk,o < yk,o < VkA ^ 
< yk,i, • 
yk,i — Ukfi < Xk,i 一 -r-kfi, 
ek > 0，pfc > 0, 
where 
hk{yk,ih yk,\, ek.Pk) = Pk{a - bpk) — {r - s)yk,o — G{ykfi.Pk) — g{ek) 
—(c 一 r + s)yk,i + aE [t'^+i {yk,o - + bpk —— ek, 
yk,i + Rk{ek) -0. + bpk — Ck). 
First, We will show that hk{yk,Q,yk,i,Gk,Pk) is a jointly concave function on 
yk,\�e.k,pk)‘ In order to verify the joint concavity of yk,i,ek,Pk), 
we separate it into two terms: 
{i)Pk{ci — bpk) — (r - s)ykfi 一 G{ykfi,Pk)] 
{•ii) - (c - r + s)yfc，i - g[ek.) + aE[vk+i{yk,o - a + bpf, - e^ -, 
yk,i + Rkiek) 一 0. + bpk - Cfc)]. 
It is obvious that the term (?.) is jointly concave. We will show the term 
{ii) will also be jointly concave on {yk,Q, yk,i,Gk,Pk)- We rewrite this term as 
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follows: 
{l)aE[vk+i ivkfi - a + bpk - yk,i + Rk{ek) — a + bpk - e^) 
- ( c - r + s) {yk,i + Rk{ek) + bpk — 
(2) - g � + (c - r + s)E[Rk{ek) + bp^ - ej. 
By inductive assumption of Lemma 4.1.2, 
Vk+i{yk,o - a + bpk - efc,.) - (c - r + s){-)/a 
is a decreasing function. With the convexity of Rk(ek)^ it is easy to see that: 
rn\ (yk,Q + yk,Q , ,Vk + Vk yk,i + , ^^ z e n ^ x aE Vk+i - + b~2 人,’ 2 风 [ ^ 9 J 
,J Pk+ Vk \ ( , �/:(/A:，l + ;^ A:’l I o + +6 ek J -(c-r-h s) - + Rk[-飞j 一 a 
,,P/c-hPk ] / ^ 2 (k J la 
- / 
(yk’o - a + bpk - efc) + ('队o _ « + Wk - Ck) 
^ a 匕 叫 + 1 7) ， 
. v 一 
(Vk,! + ^k(ek) -a + bpk - €k) + {yk,i + Rkjek) -ci + bpk - e / J � 
- � (yk,i + Rkiek) -a + bp^ - e^) + {yk,i + Rkie^) - a + bpk - e^) - ( c - r + 5)^ 
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cv 
> i^E {vkfi + bpk - €k, yk.’i + Rk{ek) — a + bpk - ffc) 
- ( c - r + s ) {yk,i + R k i e k ) - a + bpk - e i , ) / a 
+ 如，0 - «' + bpk — Ck, + Rkiek) - «- + bpk — e^) 
—(c — 7’ + .s) {yk,i + Riciek) — a + bpk _ e t ) / a ] ’ 
where the last, inequality is due to the joint concavity of 知 • ) . 
Prom the proceeding proof, we can obtain that term (1) is jointly con-
cave on (yk�Q,yk�i,ek,Pk). Moreover, by condition (3.6), the term (2) is also 
jointly concave on {ek,pk)- Consequently, term {ii) is jointly concave on 
iVkfi, yk,uek,Pk)- Hence, hk{yk,o, .yfc，i, efc’P)t) is jointly concave on yk，i,efc,Pk�. 
Lemma 4.1.1 is true in period k. 
We next show that the policy presented in the theorem is optimal for 
period n = k. Define: 
= arg max {"A,Gr”r,eA,’P/t)}， 
(^k,Q{'^k,i),ek,iixk,i),Pk,i{xk,i)) = arg m^x {hk{x,xk,uek,pk)}, 
SKFI = U-.,O{SK,O)-
It is easy to know tha t 
6>:’o(工.A:,i) = argnmx{hk{x, Xk,i),Pk{x, Xk,i))}. 
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By definition of ek{x,y) and pk人:c,y), without violating the property of the 
objective function presented in Lemma 4.1.1 and Lemma 4.1.2, the opti-
mization problem in period k can be equivalent to the following optimization 
problem: 
Vk{xk,Q,Xk,i) = max {"A:("A:’O,:队 1 ， 4 ( y M ’ " A : ’ I ) ， • ？ 〕 人 ? A : ’ i ) ) } + rXk,Q yfe,o-i/fc,i 
- ( r - c):rfc,i 
s.t. Xk,Q < Vkfi < yk’i, 
Xk,i < yk’i, 
yk,i 一 Vkfi < Xk,i -
where 
hk {vkfi, yk’i, h ivkfi, yk,i), h ("m, yk,i))= 
Pk{ykfi^yk,i)[a 一 bpk{yk,o, yk,i)) - {r - s)yk’o - G{yk,o,Pk{ykfi^ yk,i)) 
—(c - r + s)yk,i - g{ek{yk,Q, yk,i)) + OiE (“幼-a + bpk{yk,o, yk,i) 
-ek,yk,i + RkiekiVkfi, yk,i)) - a + bpk{yk,Q, yk,i) — • 
Now, we provide the detailed proof for each case in the theorem for period 
n — k. First we will verify the relationship b e t w e e n a n d In the 
following proof, we will show tha t when Xk^ i < < when 
6 m < 工k’i < Sk,o, < and when Xk,i > Sk,o, rcfc.i > 工a:,i). 
By definition, can be obtained by solving the following equation: 
T T ^ ^FC,] ‘ X K , I ) ) = 0 , ( 6 . 2 ) <yyk,o 
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�i^KA:’o”rA:’i’eA:，pO = 0. 
From (6.2), by implicit function theory we have: 
d仏0 _ dy二IkA (“’()’ ：〜’ Xk,i)) 
d,'工�1 O y 二 i . ’ � ( “ ’ 。 ， X k , i ) ) ‘ 
Where 
=oiE [ 8 ”f+1——(&’0 -a + bpk{^k,o^ 补’ 1) - ek, 
+ RkieMkfi, Xk,i)) - a + bpk{^k,Q, — e^)], 
and 
% odyk 0 (“ '0’ :k’i，“(&’0， 
= 通 。 ’ 叫 ) ） 
五 ^ (^ fc.o - 0 + bpki^kfi, Xk^i) — Cfc, 
+ - a + l)M�’o”Tk’i) - ek)'. 
By the inductive assumption of Lemma 4.1.2 and the joint convexity of G(. , . ) , 
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wc can obtain that 0 < ^ ^ < 1. 
— O X K A 一 
With this condition, we will show that when Xk,i < 6 :， i， < €fc，o(:c/o，i)，and 
when Xk,i > 6c,1, < By the definition of 仏 1 and 
, <^fc，l,色k, Cfc.i)’ f ) k , ) 
oyiifi 
and 
^^(6t，otet’:i), <^ fc’i, SA； (CM ), ), Pk (Cfc.i), ^fc,])) = 0. 
Since 彻A:+i(rcA:+i’o,a;fc+i’i)/^ A:+i，i < c-r, we can 
< 0. Hence (� i乂am,似仏 i , eM)’^ fe ’ i , > 0. 
By the concavity of hk {x, , ek{x, Cfc.i)) on x, < 
From the condition 0 < < 1 and 1 < €fc’o(OM), we can obtain that 
1. when < 工a:,i < 
2. when 仏 1 < Xk,i < S^fi, Xk,i < ^k,o{xk,i)-
3. when > 3^,0, Xk,i > ^k,o{xk,i)-
Now, we will prove that the strategy described in the theorem is optimal 
for period k. The feasible domain is shown in Figure 6.5. 
Note that hk{yk,o, yk,uek{yk,o, yk,i):Pk.{yk,Q, yk,i)) is a jointly concave on 
{yk,o,yk,-[) and decreasing in yk’i. By definition, if can be 
attainable without violating the constraints, it must be the maximizer; oth-
erwise, the optimal solution must be attained at some boundary of the region 
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Figure 6.5 The Sketch-map of Feasible Solution in No-disposal Model 
defined by the constraints. The solution of can be obtained by 
the following policy: 
1. If Xk,i <�A:’i , then Xk,o < Xk,i < Sk,o and :i'fc,i < The po-
sition of (Cfc’o(rfc，i)”rjU) and (“’i，Ou) can be shown in Figure 6.6. 
fci’’o(,i:A;’i)”7:fc’i) is not attainable. By definition of €a:，oGt(，i)’ hf； (x, , 
ek(x,xk,i),pk(^,xk,i)) is increasing for x < Hence yk，o = yk’i 
always holds at the optimum. By definition of yk’o, hiVkfi, yk’o), 
Pk(yk,o,yk,o)) can achieve its optinmin at (€fc’i，6u) without violating 
any constraints. Thus .(q = y^ -^  = Moreover, el = g;t(OM，《 i^M)= 
efc.i and p i 二 = Pk’i-
2. If 6t’i < Xk,i < Skfi, then again Xk,i < «^ fc’o(工fc’i). The position of 
and (6i�i乂a:’i) can be shown in Figure 6.7. Both of them 
are not in the feasible domain. We note that , at the optimum, it must 
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Figure 6.6 The Sketch-map of Feasible Solution in No-disposal Model: Case 1 
be true that y l � = y^^ or y^ -^  = Xk,]. Suppose y ^ = yl^. Because 
"“ hk(x,x, ekix,x),pk(x,x)) is decreasing in x for x > we must have 
：仏=a；人:’ 1. Thus, yl ^ = Xk,i must hold at the optimum. Therefore, by 
the definition of hk(y, Xk,i,h{y,工k,i),My,补，i)) is increasing 
in y for y < 仏o(:ca:’i). Thus y^Q = Xk,i- The optimal solution is 
yt’o = y*k’i 二工fc，i，4 = ikixk^u^k,^) and pl = pk(xk,uXk,i). 
3. If rcA:，i > Sk,Q, then Xk,i > The position of 
arid can be shown in Figure 6.8. As long as 
can be attainable, it must be the optimal solution. If not, which im-
plies < 补’0, at the optimum, it is true that i/Iq = y�i or 
yl’~^  = Xfc,i. For the similar argument in previous case, yl -^  = 
must hold at optimum. Therefore, by definition of Cfc’ofe,i)，Ulfi = 
Xkfi. We can summarize the optimal solution as 减。=m3x{xkfi, ^kfi}, 
and = Moreover, e^ = ek{m&x{xk,o,^k,o},Xk,i), and p i = 
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Figure 6.7 The Sketch-map of Feasible Solution in No-disposal Model: Case 2 
So we have shown that the theorem is true for period k. The following 
statement is illustrated to prove Lemma 4.1.2. According to the optimal 
policy ill Theorem 4.1.1, the system state space is divided into 7 regions. For 
the region Xk,i < <^n，i, 
Ovk , � 
仏 1) = c _ r ， 
d � ‘ , , � d � , 、 八 
dxkfioxkfi dxk,odxi,,i 
d'^Vk , � „ 
dXkfiOXk,! 
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Figure 6.8 The Sketch-map of Feasible Solution in No-disposal Model: Case 3 
-For the region “’，i < Xk,i < Skfi, 
= ( c - r ) + Xk,i, hi'JCk^, Xk,i)) 
< ( c - r ) + ( � i , , ek (OM , 6’ i ) ’ Pk ( “ 1 , Cfc.i)) 
= c — r, 
in which the inequality is due to the convexity of hk(xk,i,Xk,i,ek{xk,iiXk,i), 
•pk{xk,u xk,i)), and condition that。：’i < Xk,i. 
dxkfidxkfi dxkfidxk,! 
d � , 、 八 
dxkfidxk,! 
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For the region Xk,i > Sk,Q, When ；r^ .o < €fc’o(:?^ fc’i)，Vlfi = 
= (c - r) + oXk,i dXk,i 
=(c-?’）十•|^(6^oGTfc，i)’:rA.’i, 
Cfc (Ca:,0 , ), pk {^ k.O {-^ k,! ), 
= ( c - 7、）_ (C -厂 + s) • 
< c-r, 
where the inequality is clue to the assumption that 二二 ( ‘ “ + i ’ o ， < 
c — r. 
d\)k ( � , d^Vk ( � . 
dxks^oXkA 
dh^k , � . ��（：仏0’工fc’i) = U. 
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When Xk,o > yl,o =冗 
- ^ ^ { x k f i , Xk,i) = (c 一 r ) + "^^(‘Tfc,o’ xk,i,ekixk,0, Xk,i),Pk{xk,o, 
a , I 
= ( c - r) + -~-(Xkfi^Xk,! ’ 工M’ 
- ( c - r) - (c - r + s) 
Q'ly 
~ — (:rA;,o - a + ) - A^：, ^dxk+1,1 
Xk,i + — a + 6i3fc(;rfc,o,a:/o,i) — ek) 
< c - r , 
in which the inequality is due to the assumption that 二二丄丄{xk+i,Q,Xk+i,i) < 
c — r. 
- d'^Vk , , d'^Vk , � d'^G , . , �� 
dxkfldxkfi dxkfidxk^i 办fc’o 办M 
+qE \ - ^^——(xk,o - a + bpk{xkfi, Xk,i) - ek, Xk,i + Rk{ek{xk,o, Xk,i)) 
^dxk+i,odxk+i,Q 
-a^bpk{xk,0,xk,i) - ek) 
+aE\- ^——Ukfi + bpk{xkfi,xk,i) 一 Ck^x^,} + Rk{ek{xk,o,Xk,-[)) 
—a + bpk{xkfi,Xk,i) — ek) 
<0, 
dxkfidxk,! 




where the inequalities are due to the joint convexity of G and the inductive 
assumption of Lemma 4.1.2. 
So the Lemma 4.1.2 is proved. Therefore, the proofs of Theorem 4.1.1, 
Lemma 4.1.1 and Lemma 4.1.2 are thus completed. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2.1: 
Similar to the previous proof, we prove Theorem 4.2.1，Lemma 4.2.1 and 
Lemma 4.2.2 together by induction on n. Since the proof is long, we sum-
marize the flow of the proof as follows. We first show that Theorem 4.2.1’ 
Lemma 4.2.1 and Lemma 4.2.2 are true for period N . Then assuming they 
are true for period k + 1，we show that Lemma 4.2.1 is true in period k. 
After that, we will prove the policy presented in the theorem is optimal for 
period k. Finally, based on the theorem, wc show that Lemma 4.2.2 is true 
f o r n = k s o t h a t t h e w h o l e p r o o f is c o m p l e t e d . 
In period N, it is obvious that e*N = 0, which means the company will 
not pay any effort on collecting returns in the last period. Since the excess 
returns will incur storage cost, it is optimal to dispose all of the on-liaiid 
returns after making the remanufacturing decision, by which wc can have 
'"yv’i = yN,o- Then the inventory problem in period N can be written as 
follows: 
VN{XN,O, = mi\x{vNj.ixNfi, XN,I), I = 1,2}, 
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where for I — 1, 
VN,I (:^ 7^v’0，XN,I) = max {HN’i(;<//v,o, YN,o, 0, PN)} + RX^FI 
S . t . XM,0 < IJNFL < 工N,L, 
；ryv’l — > 0, 
PN > 0, 
with 
HN，I�YNFI,YNFI, 0,PN) = PN{A - B-PN) — N/"’O _ G{YN,O,'PN), 
and for / = 2， 
VN’2(XN,(H XN,I) = max {/?'iv’2feiv’o, VNFI, 0 , P N ) } + RXNFI 
yN,Q,PN 
“ - { R 一 C)XN,I 
S.T. XN,1 < VNFI, 
工 - XN,0 > 0, 
PN > 0, 
with 
hN,2(yN’(h VNfi, 0, Pn ) = 1)N{a - bp^) - cy^fi - G{yNfi,VN) • 
It is easy to see that "iv’i("iv’o，2/iv,o, 0,Piv) and "iv’2(yiv’o, UNfl, 0,PN) are jointly 
concave functions. Hence Lemma 4.2.1 is true in period N, Now we will show 
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that the policy in the theorem is optimal in period N . Define: 
{F]N,I,PN,O) = arg max {h/v,iCi/jv.o,'l/N,o,0,p/v)}, 
yN,0>PN 
{ ^ N , I , P N , I ) = arg max {/iv,2("iv’。，";v’。，0’p")}’ 
yN,0,PN 
PN(X) = arg max{/?,;v，i {X, X, 0, PN)} 
PN 
= a r g max{/<. 乂 2(:e’ rc,0,piv)}. 
PN 
It is obvious that 
P N ( J I N ’ I � = pNfi, 
According to the equation 
fi'NAvNfi, VNAh 0,Pn(2/n,o)) 一 (c - r)yN,o = hn’2[ynfi, yn,o, 0, pn(jjn,0)), 
We can know that 
{VN,I , , 0, PN [Vna)) = 0, "''•Ki 
� m A , ” N A PN (j丨N,1�) < 0. 
By the joint concavity of hM,i v’o’ Q,MyN，Q)) and /?.A'，2(i/;v’o’ Vn.q, 0, Pyv(i/-v’o))， 
it is easy to know that � 1 < 7风1, 
Then for I = 1, because (?7jv’i,P7V，o) is the global maximizer of 
；Viv.o, 0 , P N ) , under the constraint XJV,O < YN,O < and PJV > 0, the solution 
of xa^j) can be obtained by the following policy: 
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1. If XN,I < '//7V,1, then = Y*N,I = P*N = P N { ^ N , I ) -
2. IfxTvj > Vn,U then Q = y*N’�= max{x/v,o, 二 P"(max{;c;v,o，."Ar’i}). 
For 1 = 2, because { ( N , I , P N , I ) is the global maximizer of /iiv’2('"iv’o, UNFI, 
under the constraint XN,I < 'IJNFL, the solution of VJV，20^N,O, ‘TN ,I) can be ob-
tained by the following policy: 
1. If XJV,i < 6v，i，then = VN,! = 6/’i, P*N = PN’I. 
2. If XN,I > U，i, then 'I/N’O = = PN == • M ’ … ) . 
Hence, 
1. If .ryv,i < then ”/v’i (;ryv’o, ;ryv’i) = , , 0 , P ^ { X N , } ) ) + 
rXN,0 = hN,2{XN,uXN,l,0,PN{XN,l)) + '^^ 'A^ .O _ (” 一 c)Xjv,i 
< +nCAr’0 一 _ c)Xjv,l = VN,2(工 N’0,工 NA). 
The inequality is due to the definition of So ”N('J^N,Q,',rN�i)= 
Vn,2{'^N,Q,Xn,i). y*N,0 = Vn,! = P*N = pN,l-
2. If < < '"yv’i，thenvM{xN,O,XN,I) = VN,I{XN,O^XN,I) = 
y*NFI = y*N�i =工N，1, PN = P N { X N , I ) -
3. If XN,1 > "AM, then V N , 2 { X N , 0 , X N , I ) = H N , 2 { X N , L , X N , L , 0 , P N { X N , L ) ) + 
The inequality is due to the definition of 7恥.Y'^Q = = maxjxjv.o, F]N,I}, 
PN = P N { X N , I ) -
In the theorem, by assuming that TIN,: 二 VN,O = — SN,I, then the 
relationship of all constants can be satisfied. By now, we have shown that 
the policy in the theorem is optimal in period N. 
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The following statement is illustrated to prove that Lemma 4.2.2 is true in 
period N . According to the optimal policy, the system state space is divided 
into 4 regions. We only check one region, and other cases can be proved 
similarly. For the region < < ？M'’i, 
= ( c - r ) 
oxn,I rf 工 yv’i < c - r , . 
where the inequality is due to the concavity of hN,'2 [xn� i , x n � i , Q, Pn('工n’i)), 
and condition � ’ i < Xjsj^ i. Meanwhile, 
dvN , � / � dk.N ” ^ ^ , �� ——(.Tyv，o’;ryv’i) = (c — r ) + — ^ (a：am , XN,\ , 0, p . v ) ) 
= ( x n , \ , ryv’i ’ 0, ，'ryv，i)  dXN,l ’ 
> 0, 
in which the inequality is due to the concavity of hN�i 
and condition .Tjv.i < r]N’i. 
/ � , O'^VN , � . 
o o + 7； (:C/v，0,工jv,i) = 0, 
护VN , 、 , d‘之 VN ( 、 
二 暴，1)) 
+ dm:，NA,'仏 I,o,MXN’I�� 
< 0, 
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Therefore, we have shown that Theorem 4.2.1, Lemma 4.2.1 and Lemma 
4.2.2 are true in period N . 
Suppose Lemma 4.2.1 and Lemma 4.2.2 are true in period n = k + 1. 
With this assumption, the optimization problem in period k can be stated 
as follows: 
Vk{xk,o,Xk,i) = m-Ax{vk,i{xkfi,Xk,i),l = 1,2}, (6.4) 
where for I = 1, 
Vk,i {xk,o，) = max {hk’i {yk,o, yk.’i, eu，} + '广尤a:，o yk.o,yk,\>^k,Pk 
s.t. Xkfi < Ukfi < Vk,^ , 
� yk,i < 
yk,i - yk,o < Xk,i - Xk,o, 
c-k > 0,PA： > 0, 
with 
hk,\ (yk，o, yk,i, e/,,Pk) = Pk(a - bpk) — (r - s)价’。-Cr(yk,o,Pk) — 'Wk’� 
-g{ek) + aE[vk+i {Vkfi _ a + bpk — €k, 
yk,i + 丑fc(efc) — a + bpk - Cfc)]， 
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and for I = 2, 
厂fc，o,工fc’i) = max {/7.A,’2("fc’o，yfc’i, ek,Pk)} + rxk,o - (r - c)xk,i 
s.t. Xkfi < yicfi < 
Xk,i < yk,i， 
yk,i - yk,o < Xk,i - Xkfi, 
ek > O^Pk > 0, . 
with 
"fc，2("M’ yk,uek,Pk) = Pk{o- — bpk) - (r - s)yk’Q - G(yk,Q,Pk) — g(ek) 
- ( c - r + s)yk,i + aE (yk,o - a + bpk -
yk.八 + Rki^k) - (I + b'Pk - €k). 
First, We will show that Lemma 4.2.1 is true for period k. The following 
statement is to verify the joint concavity of hk.\[yk,o, which can 
be separated into two terms: 
� Pfc(a — bpk) — (r — s)yk,o — G(yk,o,Pk)； 
(m；) 一 syk,i — gick) + aE [ufc+i (Vkfi -a. + bpk — e^, 
yk,i + Rkiek) -a + bpk - Ck):. 
It is obvious that the term (i) is jointly concave. We will show the term (if) 
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will be jointly concave on {yk,Q, yk,i,ek,Pk)- We rewrite this term as follows: 
{l)aE[uk+i {yk,o - a + bpk - €k, yk,i + Rkick) - « + b'Pk - ek) 
- ( c - r + s)(yk,i + Rk{ek) _ a + bpk - ek) /a 
'(2) - g{ek) + (c - r + s)ElRk{ei,)-a + bpk — e j + (c - r)：?/^ ,,. 
By assumption, Vk.+]Xyk.s) - a + bpk — ffc,.) — (c - r + s) ( - ) /a is decreasing 
function. With the convexity of Rk{ek), it is easy to show that: 
- / _ _ _ _ 
r Vkfi + , iPk + Pk yk,i + h,! , D (ek + ek\ aE - - a + b ek, — ^ - + Rk[~^“ ) -a 
—；^) - (c - r + 明 + - a 
r f ivkfi - a + bpk - Ck) + ivkfi - a. + bpk - ek) 
_ v “ 
(仇’ 1 + Rkjek) - a + bpk - 6a：) + iVk,! + R k � 一 Q. + bpk — e^)、 
,('i/k,i + ^•k(ek) - (I + bpk - Ck) + {yk,i + Rk{ek) - « + bpk - e^) - ( c - r + 6') 
Q r 
> •^E [vk+1 (纵.，o - a + bpk - ek, + RkM -a + bpk - ek) 
—(c — r + s) (jjk’i + Rkiek) — a + bpk — ek)/a 
Q / 
+ -E[uk+i - a + bpk - ek, §k’i + Rk{ek) _ a + bpk - e^) 
-(c-r + s) {yk,i + Rk{ek) _ a + bpk — e^/a], 
where the last inequality is due to the joint concavity of Vk+ii-, •). 
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By now, we have shown the joint concavity of term (1). Moreover, ac-
cording to condition (3.6)，the term (2) is jointly concave on {ek, Pk)- Conse-
quently, term {ii) is jointly concave on (纵,，o，yk’\,ek,Pk). Hence, hk,2{yk,o, yk,u 
ek,Pk) is jointly concave on Similarly we can obtain the 
same result for /ifc’2(:?/fc’o，:?/fc，i, 
We next show the policy presented in the theorem is optimal for period 
11 = k. Define: •. 
(”M’'"fc’i，4,。’^’。）= a r g m a x 
(4,1 {Xkfi), ek,o{Xkfi), Vkfi{xkfi)) = arg max ek,Pk)}, 
= arg max {hk,2{x, :r, e^-,pk)}. x,ek,Pk 
), {Xk,i),Pkj{Xk,i)) = arg max{/7,/,,2(;r,;r/,,i,eA:,Pfc)}, 




It is easy to know that 
ek,o{^k,o) = ek{xk,o,Sk,i{xk,o)), 
Pk,0{^k,0) 二 Pk {Xkfi, [Xkfi)), 
ekAXk,\) = SA.(G，0(‘rA;’:l),XA:’i), 
4 ’i 0m ) = arg max{hk,i{xk,o, x, ek{xk,o, x),Pk{xk,o, :r))}， 
二 argmax{/ifc’2(:c, Xk,uek{x, Xk,i),Pk{'X,Xk,i))}. 
X 
Now, we provide the detailed proof for each case in the theorem for period 
n 二 k. First, we solve the optimization problem of Vkj,(xk.fi, I = 1,2, 
and then compare their values to find Vk{xkfi, Xk,i)-
" By definition of e},.,{x,y) and Pk{x, y), the problem 6.4 can be equivalent 
to the following optimization problem without violating any property of the 
objective function. 
Vk{xk,0,xk,i) = mpx{"Ufc’zOrA;’o,a:fc’i),Z = 1,2}, 
where for / = 1, 
Vk,i{xk,o, ) = max {hk,i {yk,o, yk,i, h(Vkfi，yk,i)，Pkfefc’�，yk,i))} yk,o,yk,i 
s . t . . Xkfi < yk,o < yk,i, 
yk,i < 办’ 1’ 
yk,i - Vkfi < — Xkfi, 
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with 
{yk,o, yk,i,ek{yk,o, yk’i),Pk(yk’o, yk,i))= 
Pkivkfi^ yk,i){o. — bpk(ykfi, yk,i))—(厂—s)纵’’。-G{ykfi,Mykfi, yk,i)) 
-syk,i - g{ek{yk,o, yk,\)) + o(E(纵.’�-a + bf)k{yk,o, yk,\) - ^k, 
yk,i + Rk{h-{yk,o, yk^)) -a + bMyk,o, yk,i) - q : ) . 
and for I = 2, 
= max {"/o’2("M’"fc’i’<?fc("fc’o,"A;,i)’:?3fc("fc’o，"fc，i))} yk’o’.!/k’i 
- (r - c)xk,i 
s.t. Xk,o < Vkfi < yk.’i, 
工fc’i < yk，i, 
yk,i - Ukfi < 工fc’i — Xk,o, 
with 
"A:’2("A、。’ "A:’i, 4('"m’ yk,i),'Pk{ykfi, yk,i))= 
f>k(ykfi.yKi)[a 一 A^:("fc’o’?/A,，i)) - {r 一 sYykfi - G{ykfi.Pk{ykfi^ykA)) 
- ( c — r + s)yk,i — gickiUkfi, yk,i)) + ot.E 卜fc+i (yk,o — a + 秘A,("fc’。，yk,i)—� 
2/m + Rk{h{ykfi,yk,i)) 一 a + bpk{ykfi^yk,i) — ^k)'. 
For I = 1, The feasible domain is shown in Figure 6.9. 
There are two cases when we solve the optimization problem. 
Case 1: 7]k’o > 7lk,i 
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Xk.o Xk.i Vkfl 
Figure 6.9 The Sketch-map of Feasible Solution in Disposal Model 
Then the global niaxiinizcr {r]k,o,Vk,i) must be in region 7. By the joint con-
cavity of hk’2(取0，VkA’ ekivkfi^ Vk,\),Pk{yk,Lh yk,i)), the optimum is achieved on 
the boundary of the feasible set yk,i = yk,o- We define tk,o = arg mfcc尤 /?丸i (rc, x, 
ek{x, x),pk{x, x)) ‘ Since we have 
hk,i {x, X, e-kix, x),'Pk{x, iT)) — (c - r)x = hk,2(a；，x, Ckix, x),pkix,丄’))， 
it is easy to know tha.t 仏o < tk,o-
Then the solution of can be obtained by the following policy: 
1. If Xk,i < tkfi, the optimal solution is y ^ = y^^ = el = ek{xk,i, xk,i), 
and p l = pk{xk^uXk,1)• 
'2. If Xk,i > h’o, then the optimal solution is ：吃�=yt�i = m^x{xk,o,tk,o}, 
el, = 4(max{;rfc，o,tfc’o}，max{a:fc’o，tfc’o})’ and pi pk{m-ax{xkfi,tkfi}, 
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m-Ax{xkfi,tk,Q}). 
Case 2: 7/^ ,0 < m’i 
First, we will show a critical result 0 < ^ ^ < 1, which will be used in the ‘ —dxk.o — ‘ 
rest of the proof. By definition, 4’i(:rA:’o) can be obtained by solving the 
following equation: 
^ ^ = 0, • (6.5) 




脊(.rfc’oA•’i’e".’pfc) 二 0. 
\ 
Finally, from (6.5),we have: 
d5k,i — dy,Jy\,(工 M’ 4,1’ 4fa , ’0 , 4.1)) 
次 ( 孙 ’ 0 , � ’ 1 ’ 知(仏0,4’1) j5/cO^�M’ hi)) ’ 
where 
二 0% 1 (:“’。，知’1' ⑶’ 4,1)) 
= a E [ (rCfc,o — a + 4 , i ) 一 
4,1 + Rk{h(xkfi, 4’i)) — a + bpk{xk,o, Sk,i) — e^)] ’ 
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and 
二 1 ( ‘ � , � ’ 1，� ’ 0 ’ � ’ 1),•^九•(工M， 
=ctE [- ^ — — ( x k , o - a + bpkixkfi, Sk^i) - e^, 
Sk,\ + Rk{ek('Xk,o, 4,1)) + bpk{xk,o, — . 
By the inductive assumption of Lemma 4.2.2’ wc can obtain that 0 < ^ ^ < 
1. With this condition, we will characterize the optimal policy in case 2. 
When Xk,I < '"a:’i, tlie global niaximizer {r]k,o,Vk,i) must be in region 1，2 
or 3. 
1. If Xkfi < r]k,o, then (?7fc’o，”fc’i) is in region 1 or 2. Because hk,i(yk,o,yk,u 
ekivkfi, yk,i), Pk(yk,o, yk,i)) is jointly concave function, then the optimum 
must be achieved on the boundary t/a；,! = Xk,i , which is the feasible 
solution for "人:’2. Hence, we do not need to consider this case. 
2. If Xk,o > iik,o, then {r]kfi,Vk,i) is in region 3. By the joint concavity of 
hka (?/fc,o, yk,\, yk,I).Pk{yk,O. VHA )), at the optimum, yk’o = Xk,o 
or yk,i = Xk,i. Suppose yk,o = Xk,o- Since ^ > 0 and Xk,o > 
Vkfi, Sk,i(xk,o) > 4’i("fc’o) = Vk,i > Therefore, by definition of 
hk,i(xkfi, y, iki'Xkfi, y)) is increasing for y < 
Hence at optimum, yk,I = yk,o =工fc’o- Moreover, by defin-
ition of 
“，o(工fc’i) and condition ^ ^ > 0’ ^k,o{xk,i) < Vk,o < 
Thus, hk,i (x, Xk,i, h('-i', Xk,i), Pk(x, )) is decreasing for x > 
Therefore the optimal solution is ' " J ’ � = x^^, y � i = Again, this 
point is a feasible solution for We can disregard this case. 
When r/fc.i < x^,!, the optimal solution can be summarized as follows: 
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1. If Xkfl < 7]k,o < ？7/c,i < Xfc’i, then the global maximizer can be at-
tainable in the feasible domain. Therefore, y^Q = r/A:’。，yjj.^  = 7/k,i, 
4. = •？?fc，i), and pI = M”k’o,m’’i). 
2. If Xkfi > 7]k,o, > 7]k,i, then the global maximizer (7]k,o,7]k,i) is in re-
gion 4 or 5 . Then, according to the concavity of /?丸i (纵’，o’ yk,i,ek(yk,o, yk,i), 
PkiPkfi, yk,i)), the optimal solution must exist on the boundary of the 
feasible set, i.e. yk,o = Xk,o- There there are three cases. When 
•-Cfc,! < ylo 二、了M’ y h 二 ‘飞�’ 1’ 4 = 40rA:’o”rfc’i)’ and 
P*k = When Xk,o < < r/U’ yl,Q = Uh = 
4 = 4(:Cfc’o,4,i(:Cfc’o)), and pl = M-^kfi^hAxkfi))- When 
h,iixk,o) < Xk,Q < Xk,u ylo = '^kfi, y*k八=-^kfi, 4 = ek{xk.fi,xkfi), and 
Pi =Pk(xk,o,^k,o)-
For I = 2, similar to the proof of Tiieorem 4.1.1, we can show the result 
0 < ^ ^ < 1. Moreover, the solution of can be obtained by 
'*' fc, 1 ’ ， ， 
the following policy: 
1. If Xk,i < 仏1’ then the optimal solution is ijI q — y^ -^  — Moreover, 
4 = = A^M and Pi = = l \ i . 
2. If 仏 1 < X/c,i < 5'fc,o, the optimal solution is — yl -^  — • More-
over, el = ek{xk^uXk,i), and p i = Pk{xk,u XkA). 
3. If > Skfi, y*kfi = m<ix{xk,o,^k,o}, and yl^ ^ = Xk,i. Moreover, e；：= 
€k (max{:rfc,o, “’o} ’ Xk^i), and pl = pk (max{:rA.,o，}, ). 
Finally, we will prove the strategy described in Theorem 4.2.1 is optimal for 
period k. If 7]k’o > Vk,i, then redefine tk,o = ”k’i = Skfi = 5*fc’i’ where tkfi = 
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arg maxa； hk,i (x, x, e^ix, x), ikix, x)). Thus, the relationship of all constants 
presented in the Theorem 4.2.1 is satisfied. 
Now we provide the detailed proof for the case when r]k,o < r]k，i. First, 
we will verify the relationship between Sk,o, 7]k’i, and Sk,i- By the defi-
nition of Sk,i and the condition that (/ya-,o) = Vk,i > as well as 
0 < ^ ^ < 1, it is easy to have that r}k,o < Sk,i. Then，because of 
0 < we have 4’i("m) < i.e. < 5"fc’i. Now, our target is 
to find the relationship between Sk,o and i%�i. By the structure of function 
hk,^  (yk,(hyk,i,hivkfi^yk,\),Pk{ykfi^yk,i)) a n d h k , 2 , 爸 k ( y k ， o , y k ’ \ ) ) , 
we have: 
hk,i (Vkfi, yk,\,ekiyk,o, yk’i),Myk,o, yk,i)) — (c — r)yk,i 
. =hk,2 (y k,(h y k,i,知(y k,(h y , ih(d/k,(h y kA)) • 
Hence, by the definition of rjkfi and 77^ ,1, 
Tp^ {Vk,o. ,爸k(M,o, Vk,!)) = ^ ^ (jh，o, r/k’i, ekivkfi, Vk,i)>Pk(Vk,o, Vk,^)) 
(yyk,o oykfi 
= 0 , 
which implies 6t’�07fc，i) = ” f c ’ � < r]k’i‘ Since 0 < ^ < 1, and 6 ; ’ i (Sm ) = 
Sk,o, it is easy to show tha t Sk,o < r]k,i. In conclusion, we have the following 
relationship: 
6,:，i < Skfi < r/A:,i < »Sa:’I. 
In the following, we will compare the values of function x^^i) and 
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Vk,2{xkfl, ^/c.i) in different regions of system state to characterize the optimal 
policy for period k. We present the feasible domain of those two optimization 
problems in Figure 6.10. 
Vk.i / / 
丨.2 /if 
1 
5 / i i 
/ I • 
^ ‘ I 
•Tfr’o Uk.n 
Figure 6.10 The Sketch-map of Feasible Solution 
1. If Xk^ i < � 1 ’ the optimal solution of 人:，i is the feasible solution of 
hk,2- We can disregard hk’i, but only consider /?丸2. Hence under 
the constraints, < ”fc，2(A，o”TiM). So -
外’‘20fc，ci,工fc，i), and optimal policy is IJIq = 成 � = “ i , el = � 1 and 
Pl=l\i-
2. If “，1 < Xk,i < Skfii for the same argument in previous region, we have 
'"fc(.Tfc’o,rcA;’i) = '"/c’2(iTM”Tfc’i), a n d o p t i m a l p o l i c y is yl，o = yl, -^  = x ^ 
and el = ek(xk,uxk,i), p i = 
3. If Sk,o < Xk,i < 7]k’i, again we have = Vk,2{xk,0,xk,i), 
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and optimal policy is ：成�=m£ix{:CA:，o,6i:，o(工a:’i)}’ Vl^ i = ^Ca-i, 4 = 
ek (m-dx{xk,Q, ^k,o{xk,i)},Xk,i) and p i = pk (max{a;A;,o, {xk,i 
4. If 7"，i < cck’i < S'k i^, then there are two scenarios. 
jc 
When Xk,i < 4，i(2:m)，then by the condition that 0 < ^ ^ ^ < 1, we 
can know that (77/t.’o, 77fc’i) will fall in region 6, which implies Xk,o > rikfi-
Hence we can obtain that Xk,i < Xk,o + r)k,i - ?从、o. Since 0 < ^ ^ < 1, 
it is easy to know that < (k.oi-n^o+ -Vk,o), and + 
rjk,i — r)k,o) < + Xk,o + 仇’i —仇’o — '-J^k,!- So 
< + 仇’ 1 -77M) 
< + Vk,i — Xk,i + — Vk,0 
= + Vk,i —工 fc’i + — ^k,o(Vk,i) 
<�Tfc，o + rik’i - + Xk,i - Ilk,I 
= X k f i , 
where the last inequality is due to 0 < ^ ^ < 1. Then at the optimum 
of /ifc i^, ijI q = Xkfi, yl^i = Xk,], which is also the optimum of hk’2. Hence 
we know that in this case, v(xk,o, Xk,i) = i%i{xk,o, = Vk,2{'Jr^ k,o, 
and the optimal policy is ：成。=max{:r;A:’。,％。}，y^-^  = el = 
h {max{xk,o, r^ fc.o}, 'JOk,i) and pi = pk (iriax{;rfc,o,仇’o}, ^/c.i)-
When Xk,i > then the optimal solution of hf;,2 is the feasible 
solution of hk’i. Hence = Vk,-i{xk,o, and the optimal 
policy is vIq = nmx{.Tfc,o,??fc,o}, vl* = 4 = 4(max{xfc,o, ??a;,o}, 
and pi = pk(max{xk,o, r/A-o}, • 
5. If > Sk,i, similar to the previous case, hk，2 can be disregarded. 
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Hence v{xk,Q,Xk,i) 二 Vk,i{xkfi,xk,i), and the optimal policy is yl’�= 
max{；rfc.o, r/A-o}, y*k,i = iiax{:CA:’o, 4,i(:《’o)}, = eA:(max{:CA:’o’ 7/a:’o}， 
max{a:fc,o, iylfl)}) and pi = pk (max{a:fc’o, "&’。}，max{xk,o, (y^.o)}) • 
So we have shown that the theorem is true for period k. The following 
statement is illustrated to show Lemma 4.2.2. According to the optimal 
policy in Theorem 4.2.1，the system state space is divided into 7 regions. For 
the region Xk,i < 6m， 
= c - r ， 
d'^Vk , � I d'% 
dxkfidxkfi dxkfidxk^i 
d'^Vk ( 、I d�Vk , 、 n 
T： o + o o ‘rfc’o，a:fc’i) = U, 
d�)k , � n 
For the region < Xk,i < 
^ ^ ^ { x k f i ^ x k ^ ) = (c — r ) + (工fc，i”rfc，i，W:rfc，i，:rfc’i),�“:rfc’i,a:fc，i)) 
< (c - r) + 咨AX6:，i,6u)’:^A:te;:’i’6u)) 
=C — 7� 
in which the inequality is due to the concavity of Xk,i), 
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^ which has been proved in the previous statement. Meanwhile, 
= ( c - r ) + ^ ^ . T f c . i ) ) 
啦 、 似 A;’l 
= ^ ^ {xkA > , ek(xk,i, Pk{xk,u 
= ^ ^ {Xk,i，Xk,i，ek{Xk,i, Xk,i), Pk{.Xk,u Xk,i)) 
十 ^ ^ ’ Xk,i，h{xk,i ’ Xk,\),Vk[xk,\, Xk,\)) 
OJJkfi 
= 0 , 
in which the inequality is due to the concavity of /i/c,i Xk,i, ek{xk,i, Xk,i), 
and condition Xk,i < Sk,Q < Sk,i. 
d^Vk , � , d^Vk , � . 
dxk,odxk,o dxkfldxk,! 
护 Vk ( � I ( � 
二 dyk dyk ,工、1 ’ ,工、(工fc’],工人'’i)) 
+ "二 ^Qy^ 】(工, '-^k,!，, Xk,l),Pk(Xk,l，；Cfc.l ) ) 
< 0, 
d^Vf,： , � „ ——^^= 0. dxk,odxk,i 
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For the region Skfi < Xk,i < 7仏When Xk,o < ylo = 
= (c —r) + (6,0 ), Xk,i, ik (6,0 ), ), 
咖fc’i "工 fc，i 
二 （C _ 7’）一 ( c - + s ) 
咖 A:+l，l 
Xk,i + Rk(ek{^k,o{xk,i), Xk,i)) - a + — ek) 
< c-r, 
in which the inequality is due to the assumption that •二\ (ife+i’o，工a’+i’i) < 
c — r. 
Meanwhile, 
= (c - r) + (Cfc.o{xkA), , e k ) , ), 
= ) ， ' ^ k A , ek{^k,o{xkA), )，Pk i^k.o ), 
人、1 
= ^ ^ (�o(:i^A:’i), Xk u eki^kfi{xk,i), Xk,i),PkUkfi{xk,i)，Xk,i)) 
> "^^ (6i�o('"A:’i)，"fc,i， t^o:，。(r/A:,i),"A:’i),i5fc(“�(r/A:’i)，r/A:，i)) OJJk,! 
= 0 , 
where the inequality is due to the concavity of /t^ .i {ik,o{xk,i), ；i>fc’i’ “(Ot’o(工a:,i)”Ta:’i), 
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and condition Xk,i < r}k,i. 
d'v, ( � , , � n 
dxkfidxk,Q 0Xkfi0Xk,\ 
d'^Vk , � I d'^Vk , � 
= T ： — — f e ’ 0 ), Xk,l, ik &’0 Ofe’：!), Xk,l), 
乡 fcteM3 0^ fc ’ i ) ,�1) ) 
< 0, 
护Vk ( 、 n 
When > y^o =孙，o. 
= (C —r) + ^ ^ ^ (o^ fc.O, •J^k,i)) 
= ( c - r ) — (c _ r + s) 
[ f {xk,o - a + bpk{xk,o, Xk,i) — ffc, 
Xk,i + Rk{h-.{xk,o, ‘ta:’I)) - a + bpki'Xkfi, Xk,i) - 6fc) 
< c - r , 
where the inequality is due to the assumption that : : : 卞 ‘ T f e + i ’ i ) < 
c — r. 
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Meanwhile, 
Xk,i) == (c — r) + ^ ^ {xkfi, :Cfc’i)) 
二 O^M，‘rfc，i，Sfc(工fc，o, 工A,’1)) 似fc，l 
<^yk’i ‘ 
= 0 , 
where the inequality is due to the joint concavity of hk,i (工/：’0，工lU, (工人•’o, )， 
and condition Xkfi > which implies Sk,i{xkfi) > 
4’l(6:’0(:Cfc’i)) = .Tfc,!. 




d^Vk ( � I d"h)k , � 
7； o + 
= — — { x k + i f i , X k + i , i ) ] + aEl-—^-^——{xk+ifi,Xk+i,i)] dxk+i,idxk+i,i dxk+ifidxk+i^i 
< 0， 
d'S I � 
o O (工fc’0,工A:’l) 
cn 炉外+1 t w 
=otE {xk+i,0,xk+i,i) dxk+ifidxk+i,i 
> 0, 
in which the inequality is due to the inductive assumption in period k + 1. 
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For the region '“人：，丄 < Xk,i < Sk,u When < y*k,o = m-.’o and y^^ = 
Hence Lemma 4.2.2 is obviously true in this case. 
When iCk’�> 饰，o, '(/k,o = ^^M- If 补’i < 4’ife’o)，then ：？/二丄=Xk,i. For the 
same argument in previous region, we have shown that Lemma 4.2.2 is true 
w h e n 成0 = Xk，o a n d 成i = Xk,i- If < (^\i[Tfc’o)’ t h e n 成 ] = 4 , i f e ’ o ) . 
= ( c - r ) , 
OXk.i 
d'h^k . � , dh)k ( � 
dxkfidxkfi dxk,odxk,i 
= ^^{Xkfi, 4,1(1>M)，4G'Cfc’0, 4’l(a:A:’0)),Pfc(:Cfc’0，4’1(工M))) 
oykfioykfi 
< 0， 
d^Vk ( � I d'^Vk ( � . 
dxkfidxk,! 
For the region Xk,i > then y]^ ’Q and y � i are only dependent on Xkfi-
Hence we can conduct the similar argument in the previous case to show tha.t 
Lemma 4.2.2 is true in this region. So the Lemma 4.2.2 is proved. Therefore, 
Theorem 4.2.1, Lemma 4.2.1 and Lemma 4.2.2 are thus completed. 
Remark 6.0 .2 When / ( e ) is concave function increasing with e, by 
dvk{xk,o, Xk,i)/dxk,i > 0, 
we can still have that h�八ykfi, yk,i,ek,pk) and hk,2{yk,o, yk,uek,Pk) are jointly 
concave functions. 
Recall when we prove Lemma 4-2.1 in the previous argument, in order to 
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verify the concavity ofhk,2(ykfi,yk,i,ek,Pk)’ we separate it into two terms: 
{:i)Pk{o. - bpk) - (r - s)yk,o — G{ijk,o,Pk)； 
(ii) — (c — r + s)yk,i — gie^) + aE [i^ ^+i {yk,Q 一 a + bpk — ek, 
Pk,! + ^k(ek) - a + bpk - eh). 
It is obvious that the teim (i) is jointly concave. We will show that the term 
{ii) will be jointly concave on {yk,o, yk,i,^k,Pk)- For term {ii), by the inductive 
assumption that ； > 0，we ho.ve: 
- / _ _ _ 
aE V � U M ^ — a + 一 ^ ^ ^ ^ + - a 
2 /. 
• / _ {yk,o - a + hpk - ek) + {Vkfi _ a. + hpk — ^k) > atj Vk+i ^ , 
- \ “ 
iVk,! + Rkjek) -a + bpk - €k) + {yk,i + Rkje-k) _ + bpk - ek)\ 
2 )\ 
Q / 
> •五[vk+1 {Vkfi - « + bpk — €fc, yk’i + Rk{ek) - a + bpk - efc) 
CV 
+ •丑[外+1 (•巩、0 - + bpk — Ck, yk,i + Rkicfc) - a + bpk - ek )_. 
The first inequality is due to the concavity of iR认,�and t�,+i(、.）， and the 
inductive assumption that dVk+iixk+ifi, Xk+i,i)/dxk+i,i > 0. The last in-
equality is due to the concavity of Vk+i{-, •)• Hence the term [ii] is jointly 
concave on (yk,o,yk,uek,Pk)- Then，/ifc,2("A,,o，？/fc，i,is jointly concave 
function. Similarly, we can obtain the same result, for VkA^^k^Pk)-
So we still have Lemma 4-2.2 even when / ( e ) is concave function. 
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Following the same argument in the previous proof, we can show that 
Theorem 4-2.1, Lemma 4-2.1 and Lemma 入.2.2 are still true when / ( e ) is 
concave function increasing with e. 
Proof of Propos i t ion 4.2,1: To prove this Proposition, we have to 
show that "n’i(i/n’o,^/n,i,en，Pn) and hn,2(yn，Q,yn,i,en,Pn) are siibmodiilar on 
(:y"’0,en), (?/n,0,Pn), (： ? / « , 1 , 6 „ ) , aiicl (y.„.，i,Pn). 
By Lemma, 4.2.2, we have： 
( � d'G ( � 
o ；:(yn’0,yn,l, en ,Pn) 二一 T； ^ ("n’�，Pn 
dy-nfidPn dUnfidPn 
+ abE [-——^^^ {yn,o _ a + bpn — fn, yn,i + ^i(en) - a + bpn — e) 
OXnfiOXnfi 
+ abE [- ^ ^ {yn,o — a + khi — ^n, yn,i + i ^ e J - a + bpn - e) 
- < 0, 
where the inequality is due to the convexity of G{yn,o,Pn) and Lemma, 4.2.2. 
Hence /in，i(l/n，。，？/n’i,en,Pn) is submodular on {yn,o,Pn)- Similarly, we can 
show other results. Hence we complete the proof of Proposition 4.2.1. 
• End of chapter. 
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